
ABSTRACT 
 
 
GANGWAL, SUMIT. Directed Assembly and Manipulation of Anisotropic Colloidal 
Particles by External Fields. (Under the direction of Orlin D. Velev.) 
 
 
The application of external fields to anisotropic particles can be an efficient means of 

programmed assembly of novel materials and is a rapidly expanding research field. We 

report a series of studies on the assembly and manipulation of surface patterned anisotropic 

colloidal particles (whose surfaces are physically or chemically different) by external 

alternating current (AC) electric and magnetic fields. The fundamental results include the 

first experimental observation of induced-charge electrophoretic (ICEP) motion of 

asymmetric metallodielectric microspheres and the formation of novel assembled structures 

of these particles by dielectrophoresis (particle interaction with external AC electric field 

gradients) and by magnetophoresis (migration and interaction of particles in an 

inhomogeneous magnetic field). The experimental and modeling techniques developed and 

fundamental principles uncovered could be used to engineer the processes of directed and/or 

programmed assembly of other types of anisotropic particles. 

Janus particles were prepared by coating dielectric, polystyrene latex microspheres 

with a conductive metal layer on one hemisphere. The phase space for AC electric field 

intensity and frequency was explored for these particles on a glass surface between two 

electrodes. A rich variety of metallodielectric structures and dynamics were uncovered, 

which are very different from those obtained from directed dielectrophoretic assembly of 

plain dielectric or plain conductive particles. The application of low frequency AC fields to 

aqueous suspensions of the Janus particles leads to unbalanced liquid flows around each half 

of the particle causing nonlinear, ICEP particle motion (perpendicular to the field direction). 

Above 10 kHz field frequency, the metallodielectric particles assemble into new types of 

chain structures, where the metallized halves of neighboring particles align into lanes along 

the field direction. These staggered chains were confined together to form two-dimensional 

metallodielectric crystals. The experimental results of the orientation of Janus particles in the 

electric field and the formation of staggered chains were interpreted by means of numerical 

simulations of the electric energy of the system. The assembly of Janus metallodielectric 



particles may find applications in liquid-borne microcircuits and materials with directional 

electric and heat transfer. The electrokinetic motion of the particles may find applications in 

microactuators and microfluidic devices. 

 The assembly of magnetic Janus colloids (having 50% surface coating of iron on 

polystyrene microspheres) under the combined (and sometimes competing) dielectrophoretic 

and magnetophoretic forces was investigated. The structures formed by magnetic fields have 

the advantage that the particle interactions are bistable. They can result in permanent 

structures, which could be disassembled on demand by remote demagnetization and then 

reassembled into new stable structures, thus recycling the building blocks. The assembly of 

magnetic anisotropic particles may find numerous potential applications, among which are 

bifunctional drug delivery agents and novel flexible displays. 

We found that even more unusual types of new structures are formed when high 

frequency (> 50 kHz) AC electric fields are applied to suspensions of “patchy” particles. The 

microspheres, produced by glancing angle metal deposition, have either a single patch that is 

less than 50% of the total latex particle surface or two metallic patches on each pole of the 

particle. These patchy particles assemble in electric fields by interacting with each other in 

two or more directions, pre-programmed by the patch size and orientation. The multi-

directional chains were confined together to form a percolated network of particles and 

lattices of unusual symmetry. Simulation results indicate that the assembly pattern of these 

particles into multi-directional chains is guided by quadrupolar and multipolar interactions, 

which allow for the future development of new strategies for highly controlled 

“programmed” assembly by external fields. 
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1.1. Introduction: Major AC and DC Effects in Water-based Systems 

The area of the assembly of sub-micrometer and micrometer-sized particles has seen rapid 

growth in past decade. Particles can be manipulated and assembled by a variety of forces 

including hydrodynamic liquid drag, electrostatic repulsion and van der Waals attraction, 

capillary forces acting on fluid surfaces, and gravitational forces. The recent experimental 

advances in the areas of microfluidics, nanoscience, Lab-on-a-Chip systems, and 

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have kindled an intense interest in the motion, 

assembly and manipulation of particles by electrical fields. Colloidal particles suspended in 

water exhibit a wide range of phenomena when subjected to direct (DC) or alternating 

current (AC) fields, which arise from particle polarization, motion of the ions in the electric 

double layer coupled with fluid flow, and forces resulting from gradients in the field.  

The primary focus of my graduate research has been to understand fundamental 

principles of and develop tools and techniques for assembly and manipulation of anisotropic 

colloidal particles (having physical or chemical properties that are directionally dependent) 

by applied external electric and magnetic fields. The experimental advancements in the last 

few years have made possible the fabrication of particles of well-defined shape, anisotropic 

polarizability or nonlinear conductance. These particles respond to external fields in a variety 

of ways, which may include directional motion or self-assembly in new types of lattices. This 

chapter overviews the different mechanisms by which such particles respond to the fields and 

provide examples of how they can be used to assemble new materials and create new self-

propelling microdevices. 

A summary of the types of systems and effects discussed in this chapter is presented 

in Fig. 1.1. We first examine the origin of the conventional electrophoretic motion of 

particles in DC fields (Fig. 1.1a). The interaction of particles with non-uniform AC electric 

fields leads to dielectrophoretic motion and assembly (Fig. 1.1b), which will be discussed in 

the second section. Anisotropic particles can assemble into unique structures (Fig. 1.1c) 

when higher frequency (> 10 kHz) AC fields are applied, which will be discussed in the next 
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section. While regular symmetric particles do not respond to uniform AC fields, asymmetric 

particles can move in low frequency alternating electric fields by effects such as ‘‘induced-

charge electrophoresis’’ (ICEP) or AC particle electrophoresis (as discussed in Chapter 2), 

caused by electric field gradients leading to unbalanced liquid flows around the particle 

surface (Fig. 1.1d). In the last section of this introduction, we will present a new effect, 

where semiconductor diodes acting as particles rectify an external AC field and propel 

against the liquid by local electroosmotic flows along the particle surface (Fig. 1.1e). 

 

 
Figure 1.1. Schematics of a few categories of particle-localized DC and AC electrokinetic 
phenomena. (a) Electrophoresis—upon application of a DC field, particles migrate toward 
the electrode of opposite charge. (b) Dielectrophoresis—particles are attracted to or repelled 
from the highest electric field intensity region due to interaction of induced dipole with the 
gradient of a DC or AC electric field. (c) Dielectrophoretic assembly of anisotropic particles 
occurring in higher frequency (> 10 kHz) electric fields. (d) Induced-charge electrophoresis 
(ICEP)—unbalanced electroosmotic flows around the Janus particles surface resulting from 
different electrical properties of each hemisphere causes the particles to move normal to 
applied AC electric field direction. (e) Diode rectification of an AC field converted to 
localized DC electrophoresis—diode self-propels in one direction due to AC field 
rectification between diodes electrodes. 
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1.2. Electrophoresis 

1.2.1. DC Particle Electrophoresis 

Electrophoresis and electrokinetic phenomena were first observed by Reuss in the early 19th 

century.1 He found that liquid water in a tube filled with quartz sand starts moving if an 

external electric field is applied on both ends. In a second experiment he found that 

suspended clay particles will directionally migrate under the action of an electric field. The 

first phenomenon is known as electro-osmosis while the second as electrophoresis. While 

Ruess was unable to suggest a quantitative explanation of these phenomena it was clear that 

the quartz or the clay particles somehow ‘‘electrified’’ the water making it receptive to the 

externally applied field. The first attempt at quantifying electro-osmosis was done by 

Widenmann,2 who demonstrated that the electroosmotic bulk flow rate is linearly 

proportional to the electric current that passes through the channel. Later, Quincke showed 

that if fluid is forced through a microchannel or porous plug by applying a pressure drop a 

potential difference arises between the ends.3 This effect is somewhat inverse to electro-

osmosis and the resulting potential is known as streaming potential. A phenomenon that is in 

a similar way opposite to electrophoresis was discovered by Dorn.4 When particles settle due 

to gravity a potential difference might develop between the top and bottom of the tube where 

the settling takes place. This difference is known as sedimentation potential. All the above 

observations are part of the so-called electrokinetic phenomena. 

The first extensive attempt to develop a theory of electrokinetic phenomena was 

performed by Helmholtz.5 A central concept in his analysis was that of the electric double 

layer (EDL). The EDL layer originates at the solid/liquid interface by locally charging the 

two phases at the plane of contact. Helmholtz suggested that the charges form a capacitor 

where one type of charge is at the solid surface while the opposite charge is located in the 

liquid but in the immediate vicinity of the interface. The solid wall was considered insulating 

while the liquid phase was a conductor. In the presence of an external electric field that is 

directed parallel to the interface, the charged liquid would slide and move with respect to the 
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solid in a laminar electroosmotic flow. Helmholtz derived the following expression for the 

electroosmotic velocity Ueo  

 EU
η

εε Ψ
−= 0

eo  (1-1) 

where Ψ is the potential drop across the capacitor at the interface, ε0 = 8.854×10-12 F m-1 is 

the dielectric constant of vacuum, ε is the dielectric permittivity of the solvent (equal to 78.3 

for water at room temperature T = 298 K), η is the solvent viscosity and E is the externally 

applied electric field magnitude. 

 

 
Figure 1.2. Schematic of the origins of electrophoresis of a negatively charged particle in a 
DC electric field. The zoomed in area on the right side of the particle reveals the electric 
double layer at the particle surface with the surface charge, the layer of bound counterions, 
the Stern layer and the diffuse layer. The variation in electrical potential with distance x away 
from the surface is also shown.  
 

1.2.2. Development of Electrokinetic Theory 

Major progress in developing the theory of electrokinetics has been made by Smoluchowski6 

who realized that the capacitor notion is an idealization and the electroosmotic fluid flow 
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field in a straight capillary follows the shape of the potential distribution. Further he showed 

that for electric double layers that are much smaller than the channel width the precise shape 

of the electrostatic potential is irrelevant. Finally he pointed out that the important 

electrostatic property at the interface is not the potential drop Ψ but rather a different quantity 

historically known as ζ (zeta) potential. This is the potential at the plane of shear where the 

fluid starts moving relative to the solid surface or vice versa (Fig. 1.2). Smoluchowski has 

accounted for the diffusion distribution of the dissolved ions in the vicinity of the solid 

surface by relating the local electrostatic EDL potential Ψ to the local charge density ρe via 

the Poisson-Boltzmann equation 

 ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ Ψ−

−=−=Ψ∇ ∑ kT
eznze i

i
i

i exp0

00

e2

εεεε
ρ . (1-2) 

For flat (or thin) EDL the velocity field and the electrostatic potential are similar, which 

means that 

 ( )Ev Ψ∇=∇ 2
0

2 εεη . (1-3) 

Note that this approach assumes that the EDL potential Ψ is independent on the external field 

E and vice versa. This is a reasonable approximation for the cases where the field in the EDL 

is much greater than the externally applied one and works particularly well for straight 

capillaries where the external field vector is normal to that in the EDL.7 

 Smoluchowski solved eqn. (1-3) for the case of electrophoretically moving particles 

with very thin EDL in which case the problem is one-dimensional and reads  

E
dx
d

dx
vd

2

2

02

2 Ψ
= εεη .         (1-4) 

where ν is the tangential component of the velocity. The boundary conditions are  
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 (1-5) 

and the electrophoretic velocity of a particle with radius R becomes 
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 ∞→= REU κ
η
ζεε

,p0
ep . (1-6) 

where ζp is the electrokinetic potential (zeta-potential) of the particle and κ-1 is the Debye 

screening length. Another extreme is the situation where the particle radius is much smaller 

than the EDL thickness. This case was analyzed by Huckel who obtained a different 

relationship for the electrophoretic velocity8 

 0,
3

2 p0
ep →= REU κ

η
ζεε

. (1-7) 

The difference between expressions (1-6) and (1-7) is due to the fact that in the thin EDL 

case the main resistance to the particle motion is the electrophoretic retardation while for 

large EDL the dominant resisting force is viscous friction.7 The intermediate case was 

studied by Henry9 who suggested the following equation for the electrophoretic mobility 
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Ohshima suggested the following much simpler empirical formula10 for the correction 

function f1(κR) which is accurate within 1% when compared to Henry’s result 
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Additional complication in the theoretical analysis of electrokinetic phenomena follows from 

the possibility of EDL polarization from the electric and hydrodynamic velocity fields. In this 

case the ionic distribution is no longer described by the equilibrium Poisson-Boltzmann eqn. 

(1-2). Instead one needs to solve the more general Poisson equation  

 ( )∑ −−++ −−=−=Ψ∇
i

iiii nznze

00

e2

εεεε
ρ . (1-10) 
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where the ionic concentrations ni
+ and ni

- are determined from the respective mass balance11 
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The velocity field v is obtained from solving the Navier–Stokes equations for the flow 

around an electrophoretically moving particle.12,13 

The electrophoretic motion of particles in DC fields has been used for many years for 

measuring their ζ-potential. One complication in the experimental implementation of such 

measurements is the background electroosmotic mobility of the liquid in the channels. 

Avoiding the electroosmotic drift requires that the velocity of particles is measured in the 

stagnant layer of fluid situated at a certain distance away from the walls. The manipulation of 

particles by DC fields is thus always complicated by the background electroosmotic flows. 

The AC dielectrophoresis described in the next section has proven to be more convenient and 

straightforward to implement and control. 

 

1.3. AC Dielectrophoresis 

1.3.1. Principles of Dielectrophoresis 

Almost any type of particle in any type of media can be manipulated using alternating 

voltage. AC electric fields, as opposed to DC fields, have the advantage of permitting high 

field strengths without water electrolysis and largely avoiding electro-osmotic currents.14,15 

The forces that the AC electric fields exert on particles can be efficiently controlled by 

adjusting field parameters such as magnitude, frequency, wave shape, wave symmetry, and 

phase.14,16—18 The origin of the AC effects is the frequency-dependent polarization of 

particles in AC fields applied across suspensions. The sign and magnitude of the dipoles 

induced in the particles are given by the real part of the Clausius–Mossotti function, K 

( )
( ) ( )222
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12

12

12
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τωσστ

σεσε
εε

εε
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+
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where ε1 and σ1 are the dielectric permittivity and conductivity of the media, and, ε2 and σ2 – 

of the particles.15,19 Metallic and highly conductive particles are always strongly polarized 

(with Re(K) > 0) at most AC field frequencies. The Clausius–Mossotti factor for metallic 

particles approaches the limit of its maximum value at K=1.  

 The frequency-dependant polarizability response of dielectrics is given in their 

complex permittivity (which is a function of AC field frequency, ω , 
ω
σεεε )(~ i

ro −= ), where 

oε  is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum ( 2121210854.8 −−−× mNC ), rε  is the relative 

permittivity, i  is the imaginary unit and σ  is the electrical conductivity.15 The electrical 

double layer around particles dispersed in water is more polarizable than the media at low 

field frequencies because of the high conductance of the counterionic atmosphere. Even 

dielectric particles whose bulk permittivity is lower than the water media, exhibit higher 

polarizability at low frequencies (Re(K) > 0) because of the strong polarization induced in the 

double layer with higher conductivity then the media. For such dielectric particles in water, 

however, the Clausius–Mossotti function changes sign (i.e., the dielectrophoretic force 

discussed below changes from attractive with Re(K) > 0 to repulsive with Re(K) < 0) at a 

crossover frequency of 1−= MWc τω ,16,19  where MWτ  is the Maxwell-Wagner charge relaxation 

time 
12

12

2
2
σσ
εετ

+
+

=MW . Such a frequency-dependent change of the sign of the interactions is 

commonly observed with synthetic microspheres and live cells in water14,16,20—28 and allows 

a high degree of control of the induced forces. The strength of the electric field-induced 

dipole in particles has been calculated numerically using the electrokinetic theory of 

Mangelsdorf and White29,30 and the values for Re(K) have been obtained for both static and 

oscillating fields.31 The impedance of the double layer is also frequency-dependent and can 

alter the electric field strength and distribution shape near the electrodes, shifting the field 

maxima and minima location as a function of field frequency.32 

 The interaction of the dipoles induced in the particles with a non-uniform electric 

field leads to the emergence of dielectrophoretic (DEP) force. The time-averaged force on 
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each homogenous particle, FDEP, is dependent on the gradient of the field squared, ∇E2 and 

the radius cubed (effectively volume) of the particle, r3,15,19—22,33,34 

23
1 )(Re2 rmsDEP ErKF ∇= ωεπ

r
    (1-13) 

 It is important to note that particles experience DEP force only in a non-uniform 

electric field and the DEP force does not depend on the field polarity. If the electric field is 

uniform, then the force acting on each of the poles of the induced dipole within the particles 

is equal and opposite and there is no net motion of the particle.15  Particle movement in field 

gradients occurs because the force acting on the two poles is not the same due to the gradient 

in the field. Particles that are more polarizable than the media (Re(K) > 0) are pulled along 

the gradient into the areas of highest field intensities (positive DEP).15,19 Particles that are 

less polarizable than the media (Re(K) < 0) are pushed away from these areas (negative DEP). 

Thus, dielectrophoresis allows for collection of particles or their levitation above the 

electrodes. DEP forces can occur in both AC and DC electric fields. In principle, DC 

dielectrophoresis results in the largest magnitude of the induced dipoles in the particles. 

However, large DC field strengths cannot be applied to aqueous media in an experimental 

cell as water electrolysis and DC electrophoresis can occur. 

 The extensive studies of dielectrophoresis originated with the work of Pohl.33 Wang 

et al. derived a general expression for the DEP force using the Maxwell stress tensor method 

and theoretical relationships to link the dielectric properties of a suspension of colloidal 

particles to dielectrophoretic behaviour exhibited by a single suspended particle.35—37 

Washizu et al. provided multipolar DEP theory to express the net DEP force as the gradient 

of a series of scalar electromechanical potential functions.38 Clague et al. recently used the 

method of Green’s functions39,40 to develop an analytical solution calculating the gradient in 

the electric field strength produced by a two-dimensional array of parallel electodes.41 Single 

phase fluids do not experience DEP force. For multiphase systems however (e.g., particle 

suspensions) the total flux, ji, for component i with concentration ci is given by42 

 ( )EEEvj ⋅∇+−+∇−= iiiiiiii ccccD νμ  (1-14) 
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The first term on the right hand side of eqn. (1-14) corresponds to diffusion, the second 

denotes the convective transport, the third term is the electromigration [μi being the 

electrophoretic mobility, see eqn. (1-8)] and the last term is due to the DEP transport. The 

quantity νi  has the equivalency of DEP mobility and for spherical particles obtains the form 

 
πη

εεν
12

2
0m KR

=  (1-15) 

 The dielectrophoretic effects also lead to structuring when higher concentrations of 

particles are present between the electrodes. The dipoles induced in the particles interact with 

each other if the particles are close enough. The particles align in chains along the direction 

of the field lines. This “chaining” force, Fchain, is dependent on the field strength squared, E2 

and the radius squared of the particle, r2 

222
1 EKrCFchain επ−=      (1-16) 

where the coefficient C ranges from 3 to > 103 depending on the distance between the 

particles and the length of the particle chain.14,16,19 The chaining force acting on particles of 

similar electrical properties is always positive and attractive. Particles of the same type 

always align along the field lines, regardless of whether their polarizability is higher or lower 

than the media, while mixtures of particles of lower and higher polarizabilities than the 

media could form various types of alternating chains in the perpendicular direction.15,43 

 The change in sign of polarizability due the AC frequency and its effect on the 

interactions of a pair of dielectric polystyrene microspheres and a pair of conductive particles 

is illustrated in the electrostatic simulations of the electric energy density in Fig. 1.3. The 

simulation takes into account the bulk dielectric properties and the polarizability of the 

counterionic atmosphere with its higher conductivity around the dielectric particles (of 5 μm 

diameter). The electric energy of a system is dependent on the electric field intensity, which 

is related to the dielectrophoretic force.44 For particles that experience positive DEP the 

minimum potential energy is reached when the particles are closest to the point of highest 

electric field strength.45,46 At low AC field frequencies, the counterions in the double layer of 
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the dielectric particles have enough time to follow each change in sign of the field direction 

and migrate in and out of the double layer to the bulk solution. The particles are attracted to 

each other (indicated by the high energy density red color) due to positive DEP (Fig. 1.3a). 

 

 
Figure 1.3. Simulations illustrating the electric energy density for a pair of polystyrene 
particles with 100 nm thick counterionic atmosphere in (a) low frequency (1 kHz) AC field 
and (b) high frequency (100 MHZ) AC field and for a pair of conductive particles in (c) low 
frequency (1 kHz) and (d) high frequency (100 MHZ) AC field. The simulation demonstrates 
how latex particles subject to low frequency applied AC fields experience positive DEP due 
to the conductive nature of the induced electrical double layer. However, at high frequency 
AC fields the induced double layer does not have time to form and thus the particles are less 
polarizable than the media and experience negative DEP. The conductive particles are more 
polarizable than the media at the range of frequencies investigated. The bars to the right 
indicate the intensity of the electric energy density. The scale bar for (a), (b) and (d) are the 
same, whereas the scale bar for (c) has larger maximum and minimum. The direction of the 
AC electric field is shown with the double-headed red arrows. 
 

At high frequency the ions in the counterionic atmosphere of the dielectric particles 

do not have enough time to follow the change in sign of the field and the lower core latex 
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permittivity value (as compared to the water media) determines the particles electrical 

properties. The particles experience negative DEP and the high field intensity is not at the 

poles of the particles in the direction of the electric field but rather at the particle equators 

(Fig. 1.3b).  

The simulations also show that two conductive particles (of 5 μm diameter) are 

attracted to each other due to positive DEP at both the low (Fig. 1.3c) and high (Fig. 1.3d) 

AC frequency ranges since they are nearly infinitely polarizable and the Clausius–Mossotti 

factor approaches the limit of its maximum value. The simulation images reveal that at 1 kHz 

frequency the maximum electric energy density is approximately twice larger for the pair of 

conductive particles compared to the pair of dielectric particles (see scale bar on the right 

side of the simulation images in Fig. 1.3a and 1.3c), illustrating the difference in 

polarizability between the two types of particles. The electric energy density for the 

conductive particles at 100 MHz is similar to the dielectric pair at 1 kHz. Conductive 

particles located close to the electrodes will connect to the electrode and extend it further into 

the cell establishing an electric field gradient toward this particle.14 Other particles from the 

bulk solution will be attracted toward the particles contacting the electrode resulting in the 

formation of a conductive chains that will continue to grow toward the opposite electrode 

until the electrodes become short-circuited.14 The high energy density on the outside of the 

conductive particles (Fig. 1.3c), as well as between the particles, indicates that the particles 

could be attracted to near-by walls. 

 

1.3.2. Applications of DEP in Particle Manipulation 

Dielectrophoresis has become a major tool for microscale control, manipulation and 

assembly of particles. Dipolar chaining and 3D structuring due to dielectrophoresis have 

been initially observed in electrorheological fluids.19,47—50 AC fields are presently used in the 

assembly of organized particle materials and various structures and devices discussed in the 

next section.14—16,42 The research topic of DEP manipulation, separation and assembly of 

nonconductive particles is extensively developed. Much of the pioneering work and recent 
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research in DEP are focused on the sorting, trapping and manipulation of live cells51—68 and 

DNA69—80. Similar techniques also encompass the concentration of cells81,82 and molecules 

like DNA that otherwise would be difficult to detect.74 In one of the few applications of DC 

field dielectrophoresis, Lapizco-Encinas et al. have selectively concentrated and released live 

and dead Escherichia coli bacterium using insulator-based (electrodeless) dielectrophoresis 

(iDEP).83 

 DEP has served as basis of multiple separation techniques. It has been used to sort 

particle suspensions84 and to separate live cells and polymer spheres.20,51,55,57,63,85 The 

frequency-dependent cell membrane polarizability can be used to separate an incoming cell 

suspension into streams of live and dead cells and cells of different genotype in flow-through 

devices.24,26,52,55,86—91 Kim et al. used a deflection method to separate protein-bound 

particles.92 Li et al. have found close agreement between experimental and modeling results 

for a dielectrophoretic filter for bacteria, spores, yeast cells, and polystyrene beads.93 Krupke 

et al. have used AC dielectrophoresis to develop a method to separate metallic and 

semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) from suspension where the metallic 

CNTs experience positive DEP and the semiconducting CNTs experience negative DEP.94 

Lee et al. have generated a three-dimensional electric field gradient to filter out and deposit 

metallic CNTS from a mixture of semiconducting CNTs.95 

 More recently, researchers have synergistically combined DEP with other techniques 

within lab-on-a-chip and microfluidic devices. Chiou et al.96 have deployed optelectronic 

tweezers that utilize direct optical imaging to create high-resolution DEP electrodes for the 

parallel manipulation of single particles. This device can concentrate live human B cells from 

a mixture of live and dead cells. DEP has been used as one of the forces to concentrate and 

separate polystyrene microparticles in an optoelectrofluidic platform.97 DEP has also been 

incorporated in an optically induced cell lysis device that can target a single specific cell and 

individually and sequentially rupture it or only lyse the cell membrane without disrupting the 

nucleus.98 
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 Besides the collection and sorting of particles/molecules, the dielectrophoretic force 

has been used to manipulate and move larger objects such as droplets on high density liquid 

surfaces and semiconductor diodes (which will be discussed in Section 5 of this chapter). 

Earlier electrowetting devices move droplets by combining electrocapillarity with 

dielectrophoresis and effectively changing the contact angle of the droplet.99—111 This 

technique might have problems with surface fouling as the droplets are in direct contact with 

solid walls. To avoid that problem, our research group developed a new microfluidic chip 

based on dielectrophoretic manipulation of freely-suspended microdroplets floating on a 

denser, immiscible liquid. Each of the microdroplets suspended on the surface of high 

density fluorinated liquid and manipulated by the field can serve as a microscopic container 

and reactor.112 Controlled on-chip assembly, drying, encapsulation and polymerization were 

used to make anisotropic "eyeball" and striped supraparticles, polymer capsules and 

semiconducting microbeads.14,113 Our research group completed a detailed study on the liquid 

flow and particle distribution inside single floating microdroplets, combined with simulation 

of the heat and mass transfer inside the droplets.114 Finally, our group showed how the results 

of such “droplet engineering” could be used in new types of microbioassays.115 

 AC dielectrophoresis can also be an efficient tool for the organization and assembly 

of conductive and dielectric particles into functional structures. The assembly of isotropic 

particles (both conductive and insulating), live cells and Janus and patchy anisotropic 

particles is discussed in the next section. 

 

1.4. AC Particle Assembly 

1.4.1. Field-driven Assembly of Regular Particles 

One of the major topics of this thesis is the assembly of particles by external AC electric 

fields. The dielectrophoretic assembly of colloidal particles into microscopic functional 

structures holds promise for the fabrication of a wide variety of new materials and devices. 

Promising nano- and microstructures have been developed by assembling particles and large 

molecules via capillary forces, polyelectrolytes, DNA, biospecific protein recognition, lipid 
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bilayers, liquid crystals and electric fields.116—133 New materials and devices may be 

developed by directed assembly of particle structures with electrical functionality.16,129—136 

Biosensors and bioassays where particle structures directly interface electronic chips have a 

number of potential advantages compared to the present assays with optical detection.137—141 

Unique opportunities emerge by combining these structures with the rapidly growing field of 

microfluidics.142—144 One of the major challenges in the particle assembly area is the 

development of techniques that are rapid and controllable. Many of the forces involved in 

spontaneous assembly, such as van der Waals, electrostatic and hydrophobic, are difficult to 

control and modify.145 One of the most effective solutions to this problem is the use of AC 

electric fields as a means of effecting and guiding the assembly.  

 The AC field-directed assembly of particles typically combines DEP with dipolar 

chaining force resulting in particle chains, crystals, and micro- or nanowires. Richetti et al.146 

have used alternating electric fields to assemble ordered 2D aggregates of polyvinyl-toluene 

latex spheres by confining the particles in thin cells. Since this early work, AC fields have 

been used to organize 2D crystals by induced dipolar repulsion when polystyrene particles 

are confined into a thin gap of the order of their diameter.146—155 The research groups of 

Saville151,152 and Marr153—155 have performed similar AC field induced particle assembly 

studies. Our research group has been among the first to explore the potential and demonstrate 

the formation of electrically functional microdevices by interfacing colloidal assemblies with 

on-chip electronic circuits.137 Microscopic electronically readable biosensors were assembled 

in situ from latex particles by combining dielectrophoresis with tuning of the colloidal forces. 

Our group has previously also used DEP to assemble switchable two-dimensional photonic 

crystals of silica and polystyrene particles.14,16,134,135,156 

 The assembly of conductive particles by DEP can be used to make electrical 

microcircuits, biosensors, chemical sensors, DNA detecting probes and others. Gold 

nanoparticles,157,158 carbon nanotubes,159—171 and gold nanoparticles conjugated to DNA133,138 

have been assembled by DEP and studied.14 Other conducting particles that have been 

assembled by DEP include quantum dots (CdSe semiconductor nanoparticles), DNA and 
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protein molecules, gold nanoparticles functionalized with oligonucleotides, and metal 

nanowires and nanorods.14 Recently, CNTs have been arranged into highly aligned micro-

probes for single-cell experimentation and delivery172 and into nanosensors for thermal 

sensing applications173.  

 Our research group has shown that 12-15 nm gold nanoparticles can be rapidly 

assembled from suspension into electrically conductive microwires using AC 

dielectrophoresis.174 A suspension of nanoparticles is placed in a thin experimental chamber 

(similar to the one depicted in Fig. 1.5a, but with a height of 0.1 mm) and AC electric fields 

are applied resulting in microwire growth from one electrode to the other, until the microwire 

bridges the inter-electrode gap and short circuits the electrodes. 

Electrostatic simulations show that the highest field intensity region is at the tip of the 

growing microwire (Fig. 1.4a), which leads to the dielectrophoretic attraction of suspended 

gold nanoparticles toward the growing tip. The DEP-driven particle aggregation into 

microwires is irreversible due to the strong van der Waals forces between the gold 

nanoparticles.17 The microwires grow in branched patterns (Fig. 1.4b) and the assembled 

structures remain intact and stable even after the voltage is turned off.17 The key parameters 

controlling the speed of the microwire assembly are AC field frequency, concentration of 

electrolyte and of nanoparticles in the suspension, and viscosity and dielectric constant of the 

media.17 Our group has identified diffusion as the rate-limiting step, and performed 

electrostatic simulations of the process kinetics.17 Two modes of assembly are identified: 1) 

bulk microwire assembly where wires grow through the bulk of the suspension as porous 

cylindrical structures; and 2) surface microwire assembly where wires grow directly on the 

glass surface of the experimental cell as half cylindrical structures.14,17 Bulk microwire 

assembly occurs at low frequency electric fields mainly due to AC electroosmotic flows 

which may disturb the surface microwire assembly process. At higher frequencies, the 

electroosmotic flows are suppressed and the gold nanoparticles assemble into surface 

microwires (Fig. 1.4c). 
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Figure 1.4. Dielectrophoretic-driven assembly of conductive microwires from gold 
nanoparticles.14,17 (a) Electrostatic simulation of a growing microwire in the bulk assembly 
mode. The white area represents the electrode and growing microwire, where the predicted 
branching pattern by simulations is similar to what is observed experimentally. (b) Optical 
micrograph of the process of microwire assembly from a suspension of gold nanoparticles. 
(c) Optical micrograph of a parallel array of surface microwires assembled in a low-voltage, 
high-frequency electric field. Scale bars: (b) 25 μm, (c) 5 μm.14,17 
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The microwires possess ohmic conductance for both AC and DC currents and can be 

used to form self-repairing circuits in liquids.174 These electrically functional structures could 

have applications as chemical sensors or wet electronic and bioelectronic circuits. Using 

similar experimental setups, other researchers have studied the formation of microwires of 

conductive materials including colloidal gold, carbon black, and carbon nanotubes.175—177 

Xiong et al.178 have used micro and nanoscale templates with AC electric fields to assemble 

polystyrene nanoparticles and gold nanoparticles into nanowires. La Ferrara et al. have used 

DEP to assemble palladium nanowires, which can operate as hydrogen sensors.179 

The AC dielectrophoretic assembly of dielectric particles can lead to colloidal crystal 

formation by the combined action of the dipole-field DEP and dipole-dipole chaining 

interactions. Our group has previously found that AC electric fields applied to latex or silica 

particle suspensions in a gap between planar electrodes lead to the rapid and reversible 

assembly of colloidal crystals.14,16,134,135,156 The experimental cell and the crystallization 

process are illustrated in Fig. 1.5. The hexagonal crystals that form are up to 25 mm2 in area 

and always have one axis aligned with the direction of the electric field.135 

Diffraction patterns of a laser beam transmitted through the particle suspension and 

direct microscopic observations allow us to follow the crystal formation process and identify 

two stages.134,135 In the first rapid (< 5 s) stage (Fig. 1.5b), the particles form particle chains 

along the field direction due to induced dipole-dipole interactions by the chaining force.135 

The particle chains are then attracted to the high field intensity area on the bottom glass 

surface between the electrodes by the DEP force (and facilitated by sedimentational force) 

acting on the particles and particle chains. In the second, slower stage (Fig. 1.5c) once the 

field has been on for ~ 15 s, the particle chains attract laterally to assemble and crystallize 

into hexagonal particle crystal arrays.135 The process is switchable and the particles can be 

assembled or disassembled on demand simply by turning the voltage on or off.135 The sharp 

and reproducible diffraction patterns prove that much of the crystal is defect-free. The 

disassembly of the particles is driven by their thermal energy leading to random displacement 

of the particles once the particles are released from the electric field.135 
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Figure 1.5. Assembly process of polystyrene microspheres in a thin experimental cell under 
an AC electric field. (a) Schematic of a co-planar electrode experimental cell. The spacer can 
be created using Teflon tape or hydrophobic PAP pen yielding a cell height of 60-100 μm or 
10-20 μm, respectively. (b,c) Optical micrographs illustrating the two-stage mechanism of 
crystallization for latex particles.135  (b) Shortly after the field is applied, the particles align in 
chains due to dipolar attraction. Simultaneously, the DEP force due to the field gradient 
attracts the particles to the high field intensity region. (c) The particle chains confined on the 
surface form 2D-hexagonal crystals aligned with one axis in the direction of the field.135 The 
particles in the micrographs are 1.4 μm in size.135 

 

 The assembly process is studied by varying particle type (silica and latex 

microspheres), particle size, electrolyte concentration, electric field strength and frequency, 

and media viscosity and dielectric permittivity. Adding electrolyte (up to 0.001 M NaCl) 

decreases the spacing between the particle surfaces.134,135 The field strength required to 

crystallize the particles increases monotonically with the frequency for a given particle size 

(Fig. 1.6a).135 
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Figure 1.6. (a) Effect of AC field frequency on the field intensity required to crystallize latex 
microspheres of three diameters (0.7, 1.0, and 1.4 μm).135 (b) Normalized data from (a) 
falling onto a single master curve with the radius by the field strength plotted as a function of 
frequency for a given particle type.135 

 

At the highest frequency (20 kHz) studied, the field strength required to crystallize a 

given latex particle size was approximately twice larger than the crystallization field strength 

needed for the lowest frequency (200 Hz) studied.135 Particles could not be crystallized below 

100 Hz frequency as their electrophoretic mobility becomes significant and the particles 

“vibrate”, following the direction of the field electrophoretically.135 At a fixed particle type 

and field frequency, weak dependence of particle size on the electric field intensity 

crystallization threshold of the particles is found by plotting riEi (from the chaining force eqn. 

1-16) versus frequency (Fig. 1.6b).135  It is assumed that the crystallization process begins 

only after the chaining force exceeds a threshold value, which depends weakly on the particle 

size (since the thermal energy disrupting the crystal array formation is ~3/2 kT per particle 
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regardless of size, where k is the boltzmann constant).135 It is hypothesized that smaller 

particles (<0.7 μm diameter) could be made to crystallize at higher electric field 

intensities.135  

Mittal et al.180 have recently reinterpreted the order-disorder transition which our 

research group previously reported for micrometer-sized polystyrene particles. They have 

measured forces on the order of piconewtons between micrometer-sized polystyrene latex 

particles in AC electric fields and have found that the field strength required to assemble 

latex particles into a crystal increases with increasing field frequency and is dependent on the 

particle size, decreasing with particle diameter.180 Lele et al.181 have investigated the 

transition of ordered structures to disordered bands and vortices formed in colloidal 

suspension systems under AC electric fields. Hoffman et al. have found experimental 

evidence of distinct Stern-layer and diffuse-layer (which comprise the electrical double layer) 

conductance contributions to the DEP-induced particle polarization of polystyrene particles 

and have characterized the resulting DEP effects on colloidal assembly.182  

Recently, Xie et al.183 have applied alternating electric fields using lithographically 

templated electrodes to 3 μm diameter polystyrene particles to reversibly and rapidly 

assemble the colloidal particles into grid patterns. Herlihy et al. have used DEP to assemble 

micrometer-sized monodisperse anisotropic polymer particles with disk, rod, fenestrated 

hexagon (hexnut), and boomerang shapes and found that these new shapes can result in 

interesting packing and crystallization behavior.184 Winkleman et al. have assembled 100 μm 

glass microspheres in AC electric field in a dry system that does not require suspending 

liquid.185 Zhang et al. investigated the pre- and post-nucleation processes of AC electric field 

driven assembly on electrode surfaces for colloidal latex microspheres186 and characterized 

the formation of crystals of different size as a function of frequency187. 

 

1.4.2. DEP Assembly of Biocomposite Materials from Live Cells and Particles 

The co-assembly of live cells and particles into on-chip biodevices and larger scale 

biomaterials is an important and largely unexplored field where directed assembly can 
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produce devices and materials with a high level of functionality, which cannot be produced 

by conventional dry microfabrication techniques. The fabrication of patterns and biomaterials 

from cells is of significant interest.188,189 Traditionally, similar biomaterials are fabricated by 

adsorbing proteins and live cells onto patterned surfaces.190,191 More recently, cell arrays 

have been formed on scaffolds made by microcontact printing with oligopeptides192—195, 

laminar flow patterning196,197 and dielectrophoresis.198 DEP has also been used for on-chip 

cell patterning.199 This area has attracted significant interest for tissue engineering200,201,202—

206 and development of biosensor technologies.207—209  

 Our research group demonstrated how AC dielectrophoresis can be used to assemble 

biocomposites from live cells and functionalized particles.210,211 Baker’s active yeast cells 

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) in suspension can be readily organized in chains by the use of 

DEP in the two-electrode cell (similar to the setup in Fig. 1.5a). However, cells collected by 

the field come apart when the voltage is turned off. These cells were bound into permanent 

structures by using functionalized nano- and microparticles as biocolloidal “glue” (Fig. 

1.7a).210 These particles have on their surfaces chemically attached lectins (Concanavalin A), 

which bind selectively to specific polysaccharides on the outer cell membrane.210,211 The 

application of the AC fields in the low-frequency domain leads to incorporation of the 

particles into the cell chains and arrays, where they are trapped in the junctions between the 

cells and bind permanently to their surfaces. Consecutive application of the field in a second 

direction perpendicular to the first one in a chip with four point electrodes allows assembling 

closely packed single-layer cell membranes. 

 Simulations were performed to model the particle-cell chain formation process by 

calculating the electric field distribution and electrostatic force vectors acting on an ensemble 

of two cells and two particles placed randomly in an AC field (Fig. 1.7b).210,211 The 

distribution of the electrostatic field in the system is very complex (being locally modified by 

the particles) and cannot be described adequately by simple pair interactions. While the 

thermal (Brownian) motion of the large cells is small, the hydrodynamic interactions are 

important. 
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Figure 1.7. (a) Chain of live yeast cells and 0.95 μm diameter magnetic particles assembled 
at 17 V mm-1 and 100 Hz, which can readily be rotated by an externally applied magnet. The 
scale bar size is 20 μm.210 (b) Simulation of the electric field distribution around assembled 
particle and cell chain at an AC field frequency of 100 Hz. The red color indicates higher 
field intensity whereas the blue color indicates lower field intensity.210,211 (c) Low 
microscope magnification optical micrograph of manipulation (folding) of a large magnetic 
yeast cell membrane by externally applied magnetic fields. The membrane is only one cell 
layer thick.210 (d) SEM of a closely-packed fixed yeast cell membrane bound together by 
Concanavalin-A functionalized microparticles.210  
 

To reconstruct the dynamics of cell-particle assembly, our group computed the force 

on each particle by integration over its volume of the electrostatic force density, f, originating 

in each element of the simulation space, ∫=
Particle

Particle dVfF .210,211 The electrostatic field 

intensity is obtained from a finite element calculation of the set of PDEs for the system 

geometry using the COMSOL multiphysics modeling package (Fig. 1.7b), where Gupta et al. 

also incorporate the complex permittivity (which is a function of the field frequency) of the 
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cells.210,211 This force is used to calculate at the next stage the displacement of each particle 

by calculating the hydrodynamic resistance and the distance traveled per unit time. After the 

new particle configuration is established, the electrostatic field distribution is calculated 

again and the new set of forces is established; the loop is repeated iteratively until an 

equilibrium particle structure is reached. This procedure is broadly similar to a molecular 

dynamics simulation of the cell/particle motility under complex electrostatic interactions. 

The simulation was in good agreement with the experimentally observed dynamics of 

formation of alternating cell-particle structures at a frequency of 100 Hz. 210,211 

 By using lectin-coated magnetic microparticles as binding units, Gupta et al. were 

able to manipulate the chains and membranes by external magnets.210,211 Examples of 

magnetic cell chains and membranes of size ≈ cm2 are shown in Fig. 1.7c with an SEM 

image in Fig. 1.7d.210 To potentially apply these materials, it is important to know whether 

the cells in the assemblies are alive and viable to the same extent as the freely suspended 

ones before the DEP treatment. Theoretically, fields used of a magnitude 50-100 V/cm 

should not damage the cells. These fields induce a potential difference of < 100 mV across a 

typical 10 μm cell. This field is not lethal to live cells212,213 and is on the order of the ones 

routinely used in cell levitation experiments and in DEP-based separations of cells of various 

genotypes in continuous flow devices.22—26 By performing fluorescence tests of cell viability 

by the FUN-1 dye method, it was found that the proportion of metabolically active cells in 

the biomagnetic arrays was approximately the same as the one in the original suspension (≈ 

90%).210,211  

Mammalian cells are considerably more delicate and have more specialized functions 

than yeast or microbial cells. Our group demonstrated the assembly of permanently bound 

1D and 2D composites of trypsinized NIH/3T3 mouse fibroblasts, which could also be bound 

by lectin-functionalized microparticles.210,211 These results open a wide range of research 

possibilities in field-driven biocomposite fabrication. Cell-particle assemblies formed on a 

chip could potentially be used as biosensors to electrically detect changes in cell impedance 
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caused by toxins or changes in environment, artificial tissues for microsurgery, advanced 

vaccines and drugs, smart biomaterials or chemical sensors.210 

 

1.4.3. Field-driven Assembly and Manipulation of Anisotropic Particles 

1.4.3.1. Background on Janus, Patchy and Other Types of Anistropic Particles 

The assembly of anisotropic particles and colloidal building blocks is a new research area 

with the goal to form novel materials. For more than 20 years, particle assembly has been 

achieved using isotropic spherical colloids composed of polystyrene latex or silica. These 

microspheres yield phases of simple symmetry such as hexagonally close-packed, face-

centered cubic, and body-centered cubic crystals (sometimes using costly surface templating 

techniques to assemble the particles). There is growing recognition that anisotropic shape and 

interactions through "patchiness" could be used in the programmed assembly of engineered 

nanostructures.214 A plethora of anisotropic particles have been synthesized recently leading 

to a variety of building blocks of different shapes, compositions, patterns and functionalities 

(Fig. 1.8).214 These particles have yet to find applications because the methods to produce 

them lack high yields with the exception of natural and synthetic clay (laponite) disc-shaped 

particles in ceramics and polymer composites and metal oxide rod-shaped particles in 

magnetic storage materials.  

"Janus" particles (whose halves are physically or chemically different) are a class of 

anisotropic colloids whose name was originally proposed by Casagrande and de Gennes.214—

216 Various methods for the synthesis of such particles have been developed.217—224 Thermal 

evaporation225 and gold sputtering226,227 have been used to produce anisotropic Janus particles 

with two hemispheres of different polarizability or conductance. We have synthesized 

micron-sized Janus particles with one dielectric hemisphere and one conductive hemisphere 

(Figure 1.9). The metallodielectric microspheres are prepared by depositing particle 

submonolayers on microscope glass slides using a convective assembly method we have 

previous engineered228 and subsequently coating the exposed hemispherical surface of the 

particles with 20 nm of gold in a metal evaporator. Hong et al. have assembled spherical 
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particles having opposite electric charge on each hemisphere.229 The assembly of such dipolar 

Janus particles has been simulated theoretically by using molecular simulations.230—233 

 

 
Figure 1.8. Recently synthesized anisotropic particle building blocks illustrating anisotropy 
‘dimensions’. Particles are classified in rows by anisotropy type and increase in size from left 
to right according to the scale at the bottom. The key anisotropy attributes include (from top 
to bottom): branching, colloidal moleculs, faceting into different shape polyhedra, rod-like 
and ellipsoidal, and surface-patterning.214 
 

 Patchy particles, having more than one patch or patches that are less than 50% of the 

total particle surface, present another subclass of surface-patterned anisotropic particles. 

Velegol et al. have produced particles having localized charge distribution patches on their 

surfaces234 and randomly speckled patchy spheres235 using a “particle lithography” technique. 

Nanosphere lithography is another technique, which has been used to “nanoemboss” gold on 

microspheres in symmetric patch arrangements.236,237 
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Figure 1.9. SEM image of 4.0 μm Janus particles having one dielectric hemisphere and one 
conductive hemisphere. Janus particles are obtained by partially coating polystyrene particles 
with 20 nm gold. The gold-coated hemispheres of the particle appear brighter than the 
uncoated halves due to their higher conductance.  
 

Pawar et al. have used a glancing angle deposition (GLAD) method237,239 to coat 

dielectric polystyrene microspheres with a single metal patch as small as 3.7% of the total 

particle surface.238 Once the particle monolayer is deposited on a glass slide, the sample is 

coated at an angle within the metal evaporator leading to the production of patchy particles 

formed from shadowing effects caused by neighboring particles within the same monolayer 

(Fig. 1.10a). The patch geometry (Fig. 1.10b) is determined by the angle of incidence of the 

vapor and the monolayer orientation. Multiple crystalline domain orientations occur within a 

two-dimensional close-packed monolayer leading to different patch geometries for the same 

angle of incidedence (Fig. 1.10c). Pawar et al. have also formed multifunctional patchy 

particles with metal patches on opposite poles by vapor deposition on the inverted monolayer 

of particles with a single patch using a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamping technique.240 

Snyder et al. formed trimer assemblies that look like “colloidal water” with one central 

melamine formaldehyde particle (having surface charge patches) aggregated with two 

sulfate-functionalized polystyrene microspheres.241 
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Figure 1.10. The application of glancing angle deposition (GLAD) to produce patchy 
particles. (a) Shadowing effects are caused by neighboring particles within the particle 
monolayer. (b) A mathematical model is used to study the patch geometry and to calculate 
the area of the patch. (c) Comparison of experimental (top) and calculated (bottom) gold 
patches on 2.4 μm sulfated polystyrene particles as a function of the monolayer orientation 
(α = 0, 18, 29, and 40° from left to right) at an angle of incidence θ = 10º. The scale bars in 
the experimental images correspond to 2 μm.238 
 

1.4.3.2. Assembly of Janus and Patchy Particles by External Fields  

The response of Janus and patchy particles to magnetic and AC electric fields reveals a rich 

variety of assembled structures and electrostatic and electrokinetic effects, which will be 

discussed in detail in the chapters following this introduction. The area was sparsely 

investigated until recently. Behrend et al. have tracked orientation and rotation of Janus 

particles in applied magnetic fields to infer the torques acting on the particles.242 Chen et al. 

produced patchy magnetic hydrogel particles with uniform anisotropic internal structure and 

rotated them eccentrically by an external rotating magnetic field, inducing significant shear 

flow in the vicinity of each particle.243 Isojima et al. assembled magnetic nanoparticle-coated 

polystyrene Janus beads along their equators into chains aligned with the externally applied 

magnetic field.244 Takei et al. have applied low frequency (0.1-1 Hz) electric fields to 

anisotropic particles after chemically modifying the gold hemisphere of the particles with 
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charged thiols. The orientation of these dipolar particles in an electric field is controlled by 

the charge of the functionalized hemispheres and is dependent on the pH.225 Crowley et al. 

found that 100 μm diameter “gyricon” balls (having hemispheres of different polarizabilities 

and colors) suspended in a liquid can be rotated when a uniform electric field is applied to 

them.245 Kim et al. used a similar technique to rotate and flip Janus balls (of ~ 300 μm) with 

optical and electrical anisotropy (prepared using a high-throughput optofluidic device) 

confined in oil-filled cavities with an AC electric field.246 The assembly of Janus anisotropic 

microspheres by external high frequency (> 10 kHz) AC electric  fields and magnetic fields 

will be discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation. The assembly of patchy particles by 

external AC electric fields will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

1.4.3.3. AC Particle Electrohydrodynamics: Principles of ICEP 

Nearly all types of colloid particles respond and move in AC electric fields. The case of 

motion in inhomogeneous or non-uniform AC fields is the widely used dielectrophoresis, 

which was discussed in the previous section. Interestingly, some, but not all, types of 

particles can also move directionally in homogeneous or uniform AC fields. The direction of 

motion is not always collinear with the field lines and the reasons for this AC electrokinetic 

effect are not as intuitively clear as in DC electrophoresis. Similarly to DEP, most of the AC 

electrokinetic phenomena exhibit a nonlinear quadratic dependence on the applied electric 

field. An example is the electroosmosis of the second kind or electroosmotic whirlwind 

discovered by Dukhin and co-workers.247—251 It occurs in the vicinity of conducting particles 

and at high electric fields. As a result the electric double layer becomes strongly polarized. 

The polarization enhances the relative fluid-to-solid flow rate leading to electrophoresis of 

the second kind. The electrophoretic velocity of the second kind of such particle is given by  

 ( )p
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where R is again the particle radius. The directions of electrokinetic flows of the first and 

second kind are the same. The electrophoretic and electroosmotic velocities of the second 

kind however are ~ E2 while those of the first kind are ~ E.  

 The quadratic dependence on the applied electric field implies that directional 

translation of fluids and particles can be achieved using AC fields if the particles are 

conductive and strongly polarizable as shown by Squires and Bazant252,253 and by Green et 

al.15,254—257 These researchers presented detailed analyses of the flow patterns around 

conductive polarizable cylinders including the transient effects associated with ionic 

redistributions. In AC electro-osmotic flow, the tangential component of the electric field 

acts on the diffuse counterions outside the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) causing them to 

move transverse to the surface, pulling the fluid along and generating a flow.15,258,259 A net 

flow only occurs if the field has a tangential component to a surface and the flow points in 

the same direction for each half of the AC cycle. The flow velocity is strongly dependant on 

the field frequency and electrolyte concentration. The velocity is zero at the surface and rises 

to a maximum (and constant thereafter) at the slip plane (OHP). The AC electro-osmotic 

flow velocity when the radius of the particles is much larger than the Debye length of the 

suspension follows Smoluchowski’s DC-field formula258 (eqn. 1-1). Murtsovkin et al. first 

described nonlinear electo-osmotic flows at low frequency AC electric fields (∼ kHz) due to 

polarization of the ionic double layers of particles. 

AC electrokinetic effects also take place near electrodes. Ramos et al.257 and Ajdari260 

were the first to describe electro-osmosis at electrodes. Bazant and Squires252,253 suggested 

the term “induced-charge electro-osmosis” (ICEO) to describe all such flows, near a 

polarizable surface, resulting from the action of an applied electric field on its own induced 

diffuse charge. ICEO flows have been utilized and observed in diverse 

environments.254,257,261—264 Such induced charge electrokinetic phenomena lead to very high 

electrophoretic velocities,250,251 and can be used for high throughput electro-osmotic fluid 

pumping,265,266 providing advantages for Lab-on-a-Chip devices,267 or to improve mixing of 
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components in packed beds of ion-permselective particles.268 Rose et al.269 have recently 

demonstrated ICEO contributions to the rotation of metallic nano-barcode rods. 

 The investigations of AC particle electrophoretic motion have been very limited. AC 

particle electrophoresis can be created by unbalanced liquid flows around a particle having 

anisotropic surfaces. Bazant and Squires have predicted theoretically how broken symmetries 

on surfaces could cause polarizable particles that are conductive and coated on one side with 

a dielectric layer to move by “induced-charge electrophoresis” (ICEP) or AC particle 

electrophoresis, in uniform AC fields.252,270 Murtsovkin and Mantrov271 experimentally 

observed the motion of quartz particles of irregular shapes in different directions. They found 

this motion to be dependent on the applied electric field strength squared, but they did not 

provide a theoretical reason why. Yariv et al. have derived general mobility relations for 

homogenous non-spherical conducting particles.272 These mobility relations have also been 

derived for ICEP motion for arbitrary shape perturbations270, as well as rod-like spheroidal 

shapes273. The induced-charge electrophoretic motion of Janus anisotropic particles by low 

frequency (< 10 kHz) AC electric fields will be discussed in Chapter 2. 

 

1.5. AC Field in Combination with Semiconductor Diodes 

1.5.1. Principle of Field Generation along Diode and Self-propellency 

Recently, our research group suggested a new method for propelling of microparticles or 

driving fluid in microfluidic channels.274 The method is based on using semiconductor diodes 

in a fluidic network with globally applied AC field. The diodes can be either suspended in 

the fluid or immobilized at specific locations in the network. The overall AC field will be 

locally converted into DC voltage by the diodes, which will consequently result in 

electroosmotic or electrophoretic motion (Fig. 1.11). For immobile diodes embedded in the 

channel wall this will lead to local electroosmotic pumping while a free diode particle will 

move by particle-localized electrophoretic effects. The electric voltage induced in the diodes 

by the external fields can be estimated from an equivalent circuit model including resistors 

describing the ionic conductance through the bulk liquid and capacitors for the ionic layers.  
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Figure 1.11. Schematics of propelling diodes suspended in water showing the localized 
electro-osmotic flow generated from a DC field rectified from an external AC electric field. 
The electros-osmotic ionic flux leads to diode motion, which can be in the direction of either 
the diode’s cathode or the anode, depending on its surface charge. 
 

At low frequencies the resistance is likely to be the leading contribution. The diode 

short-circuits the negative half-periods of the AC current. The resulting DC voltage of 

magnitude Vd induced in the diode can be approximated as 

 ( ) extd V
RRR

RV
321

2

2
1

++
=     (1-18) 

where R2 is the resistance of the liquid alongside and between the two ends of the diode and 

Vext is the AC peak-to-peak voltage applied to the electrodes. The resistances R1 and R3 are 

that of the fluid before and after the diode. The ½ factor accounts for the fact that only half of 

the external AC step field is harvested for propelling relative diode fluid motion. The other 

half-periods are shortened by the diode and lost as heat. Then the electric field over the diode 

is 
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d EE
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where ld is the diode length and Ed0 is the offset field that characterizes the particular pn-

junction.275 Hence, a diode particle will experience a pulsating driving force that directly 

depends on the frequency of the applied field. For observation times much larger than the 
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inverse field frequency this effect can be ignored and the particle motion can be considered 

as uniform with velocity 

 ( )d0ext
p0

ep 2
EEU −

η
ζεε

= . (1-20) 

The diode motility thus should be affected by the usual factors controlling the electrophoretic 

or electroosmotic motion. 

 

1.5.2. Diode Velocity Dependence on AC Electric Field and Frequency  

Our group characterized the diode-fluid relative velocity as function of the external field 

strength and field frequency (Fig. 1.12). The velocity linearly depends on the field strength as 

expected for electroosmotic motion (Fig. 1.12a). This experiment confirms the validity of 

eqn. (1-20) above. At the same time there is no noticeable dependence on the field frequency 

(see Fig. 1.12b).  

This observation is very important for potential applications of self-propelling diodes 

and more complex microcircuits in motile devices and prototypes of "microbots". If the 

diodes and microcircuits can be supplied by AC fields in the microwave and/or radio 

frequency range one might be able to power up and actuate the microdevices without the use 

of electrodes in direct contact with the fluid. The high frequency fields can penetrate through 

the materials surrounding the fluidic device and will be locally harvested for performing the 

desired function by the diodes. The DC voltage rectified by the diodes can be used to power 

up additional electronic or potentially logic functions within the microcircuits.274 
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Figure 1.12. Diode velocity dependence on AC electric field and frequency.274 (a) Diode 
velocity as a function of the external AC electric field at 1 kHz frequency. The velocities of 
the two different size diodes are similar even though one is almost four times bigger than the 
other. (b) Diode velocity as a function of the external AC field frequency at Eext = 93 V cm-1. 
The error bars reflect the scatter in the data of the experimental measurements.274 
 

1.6. Layout of this Dissertation 

The application of electric and magnetic fields to assemble and manipulate isotropic and 

anisotropic particles is presented in the preceding sections. My graduate research has focused 

on developing a fundamental understanding of the assembly and manipulation of Janus and 

patchy anisotropic particles by externally applied AC electric and magnetic fields. Chapter 2 

describes and quantifies the induced-charge electrophoretic motion perpendicular to the field 

direction of Janus particles (having one metallic and one dielectric hemisphere) by low 

frequency (< 10 kHz) AC electric fields. The ICEP phenomenon may find applications in 
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microactuators, microsensors, and microfluidic devices. The anisotropic particle assembly 

work described in Chapter 3 extends the fundamental investigation of the application of AC 

electric fields to these same anisotropic Janus microspheres across a larger range of 

frequencies (1-200 kHz). The phase space for electric field intensity and frequency is 

explored for particle concentrations large enough to form a monolayer on a glass surface 

between two gold electrodes. Above 10 kHz, the metallodielectric particles assemble into 

new types of chain structures, which are interpreted by means of numerical simulations of the 

electric energy of the system. The assembly of Janus metallodielectric particles may find 

applications in liquid-borne microcircuits and materials with directional electric and heat 

transfer. 

Chapter 4 presents magnetic field-driven assemblies of Janus anisotropic particles 

(having one magnetic and one dielectric hemisphere). The staggered chains formed are 

similar to the chains observed in Chapter 3 and are interepreted by means of numerical 

simulations of the magnetic energy of the system. In this system, however, the magnetic 

assembly can result in permanent structures, which could be disassembled on demand by 

remote demagnetization. Chapter 5 presents unusual microstructures formed by applying 

high frequency alternating current (AC) electric fields to “patchy” metallodielectric particles 

(having either one or two metallic patches that cover part of the dielectric particle surface). 

Electrostatic simulation methodologies developed in the earlier work are used to interpret the 

assembly pattern of these particles into multi-directional chains. Chapter 6 summarizes the 

results of my graduate research and provides the future outlook for extending this work.    
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2.1. Introduction  

Nonlinear electrokinetic phenomena are widely used to manipulate colloids and drive flows 

in microfluidic devices. The liquid and particle velocities typically depend on the strength of 

the applied field squared and are commonly driven by alternating current (ac) to avoid 

Faradaic reactions. The classical example is dielectrophoresis (DEP), where a net 

electrostatic force causes particle motion in a non-uniform AC field. Polarization of the ionic 

double layers can also lead to nonlinear electro-osmotic flows at low frequencies (kHz), as 

first described by Murtsovkin and coworkers.1,2 Bazant and Squires3,4 conceptually unified 

this phenomenon with AC electro-osmosis at electrodes, first described by Ramos et al.5 and 

Ajdari6, and suggested the term “induced-charge electro-osmosis” (ICEO) to describe all 

flows resulting from the action of an applied electric field on its own induced diffuse charge 

near a polarizable surface. They also predicted how broken symmetries could cause 

polarizable particles to move in electric fields by “induced-charge electrophoresis” (ICEP).3,7  

 Although ICEO flows have been observed in diverse settings,1,5,8,9 ICEP motion of 

colloids is largely unexplored. In what may be the only prior experimental work, Murtsovkin 

and Mantrov10 observed that the motion of quartz particles of irregular shapes varies with the 

square of the applied field, but did not provide a theory. General mobility relations for 

homogenous non-spherical conducting particles have been derived11 and ICEP motion has 

been calculated for arbitrary shape perturbations,7 as well as rod-like spheroidal shapes.12 

The synthesis of “Janus” particles (whose halves are physically or chemically 

different) and their application in novel materials is a relatively new but rapidly expanding 

research field.13-17 Anisotropic particles with two hemispheres of different polarizabily or 

conductance have been produced by thermal evaporation18 or gold sputtering19. The mobility 

of such particles in external fields, however, has not been investigated systematically.  

 In this Letter, we report how metallodielectric Janus particles suspended in water 

perform ICEP motion in directions perpendicular to a uniform ac field. This unusual 

phenomenon, which cannot be attributed to DEP, is the first experimental observation of an 

effect predicted theoretically by Squires and Bazant,7 although we find important differences 
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as well. Using the standard low-voltage model for thin double layers, Squires and Bazant 

predicted that a metallic sphere with a hemispherical dielectric coating oriented 

perpendicular to the field will move by ICEP in the direction of its dielectric end at a velocity, 

UICEP =
9

64
εRE0

2

η(1+ δ)
     (2-1) 

where ε is the permittivity and η the viscosity of the bulk solvent, R  is the radius of the 

sphere, 0E  is the field amplitude, and δ  is the ratio of the differential capacitances of the 

compact and diffuse layers. Equation (2-1) also describes the time-averaged velocity in a 

square-wave ac field at low frequency, as in our experiments. 

 

2.2. Experimental Section 

2.2.1. Materials and Janus Particle Preparation 

The Janus particles studied were prepared by partially coating dielectric microspheres with a 

conductive layer of gold. Aqueous suspensions of surfactant-free sulfate-stabilized 

polystyrene latex spheres (diameter, D  = 4.0, 5.7, and 8.7 μm ) were purchased from 

Interfacial Dynamics Corporation (OR). After centrifuging and washing with ultrapure Milli-

Q water the particles were concentrated and deposited in monolayers on precleaned glass 

slides by our convective assembly method.20 The top sides of the dried particle monolayers 

were coated with 10 nm of chromium followed by 20 nm of gold in a metal evaporator. The 

Janus particles formed (Fig. 2.1a) were then redispersed in Milli-Q water by mild sonication. 

 

2.2.2. Experimental Setup 

Diluted particle suspensions (approximately ~ 0.01 % solids) were injected in the thin 

chamber of an experimental cell facing two electrodes (Fig. 2.1b). The field-driven motion of 

the particles in the chamber was recorded with a digital camera from above using an 

Olympus BX-61 optical microscope. The average particle velocities were calculated for 15-

25 particles for each experimental condition. The standard error of each average is reported 

in all plots. 
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Figure 2.1. (a) SEM image of 4.0μm  polystyrene particles partially coated with gold. The 
gold-coated hemispheres appear brighter due to their higher conductance. (b) Schematic of 
the experimental set-up (not drawn to scale). Two gold electrodes are deposited on the 
bottom plate. A Teflon spacer sustains a 60-80 μm  gap between the bottom and the top 
microscope cover slip. The particle suspension is surrounded by a hydrophobic ring and 
confined in this thin chamber by capillarity.  
 

2.3. Results and Discussion 

The Janus particles were subjected to AC fields between 100-320 V/cm at a frequency 

between 0.1 - 10 kHz. When the electric field in the cell was turned on, the particles oriented 

such that the plane between their hemispheres (gold-coated or conductive hemisphere 

appearing dark and bare or dielectric hemisphere appearing light) aligned in the direction of 

the electric field. The rotation of the particles to this stable orientation can be caused at least 

partly by DEP, since it results in the largest induced dipole moment, aligned with the electric 

field direction. ICEO flows may also contribute, however, since the associated hydrodynamic 

torque is predicted to rotate the particle to the same orientation as DEP.7 The particles then 

moved normal to the applied electric field with their polystyrene hemisphere forward (Fig. 
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2.2a). This motion cannot be attributed to DEP. The larger particles moved at a higher 

velocity than the smaller ones (Fig. 2.2a). 

 

 
Figure 2.2. (a) Optical micrographs from different frames of a recording of the position and 
orientation of Janus particles of three different diameters (4.0, 5.7 and 8.7 μm ) in an ac field 
of amplitude 140 V/cm and frequency 1 kHz. The two particles on the right side in the top 
image have moved out of the field of view and another particle has moved into view in the 
bottom image approximately 5 s later. (b) Schematic of a particle in one-half cycle of ac 
electric field in the stable configuration. The electric double layer on the gold side (black 
hemisphere) is more strongly polarized and thus drives a stronger ICEO slip (arrows) than 
the polystyrene side, resulting in ICEP motion in the direction of the dielectric side. 
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These observations of a new mode of particle mobility are qualitatively consistent 

with ICEP.7 At low ac frequency, there is ample time for double-layer charging to screen the 

electric field, leading to the induced charge distribution sketched in Fig. 2.2b. In each half 

cycle of the ac field, all of the induced charges change sign in phase with the field, thus 

yielding the same ICEO flow, varying as E2. For a homogeneous particle, the flow profile is 

quadrupolar, drawing fluid in along the field axis and ejecting it radially from the equator.3 

For our Janus particles in the stable orientation, however, the induced charge, and hence the 

ICEO flow, are much stronger around the metal-coated hemisphere, driving the particle to 

move by ICEP in the direction of the dielectric hemisphere, normal to the electric field. 

Surprisingly, the moving Janus spheres appear to be dynamically attracted to the glass 

walls. While the particles performed transverse motion they remained in stable trajectories, 

apparently within a few particle diameters of the top or bottom walls. The experimentally 

observed behavior is likely due to the asymmetry of the Janus particles, since homogenous 

particles are expected to push away from insulating walls due to ICEO flows.21 The near-wall 

trajectories allowed convenient experimental measurements of the velocity of particles 

moving along the top wall of the cell. Since equation (2-1) was derived for a particle in an 

infinite fluid, we mainly test the velocity scaling with E0, R, and electrolyte concentration, c0. 

We were not able to measure precisely the velocity of particles moving freely in the liquid 

(before encountering either wall) because of experimental difficulties with keeping the 

particles in focus and estimating the vertical component of their velocity. 

 

2.3.1. Effect of AC Field Strength and Electrolyte Concentration on Particle Velocity 

The data for the dependence of the particle velocity on the field strength and salt 

concentration are plotted in Fig. 2.3. In ultrapure water and in 0.1 mM NaCl, the particle 

velocity scales as 2
064

9 ERkU ICEP ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

η
ε , in accordance with equation (2-1). The fitted 

coefficient k = 0.090 ± 0.002 for c0 = 0.1 mM implies 10≈δ . This value is somewhat larger 

than in prior work on ICEO flow in KCl,9 but the fit must be corrected for wall interactions, 
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which reduce the ICEP velocity (see below). With increasing NaCl concentration, the field 

scaling displays an apparent offset for a critical field required to drive the motion, which is 

not predicted by the theory. More importantly, the ICEP velocity decreases rapidly as the 

electrolyte concentration is gradually increased from 0.1 to 3 mM, extrapolating to zero 

velocity at approx. 10 mM. The weak concentration dependence in equation (2-1) through 

δ ∝ c0 (via the Debye length) cannot explain this dramatic flow suppression. 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Velocity of 5.7 μm  Janus particles as a function of electric field intensity 
squared (E0

2) for various NaCl concentrations at 1 kHz. The linear fits generally agree with 
the experimental values for low intensities and start deviating for E0 > 280 V/cm.  

 

The existing ICEO theory can only be justified for dilute solutions at “small” applied 

voltages,4 where the induced potential drop across the diffuse layer is less than the thermal 

voltage kT /e= 25 mV. It assumes that the velocity will follow Smoluchowski’s formula for 

electro-osmotic slip mobility, 

η
ζε EEus

)(
−=      (2-2) 

where ζ (E)  is the (induced) potential drop ψ  at the no-slip plane, relative to the neutral bulk 

solution just outside the double layer. For the 5.7 μm  particles, the background voltage 
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REVb =  across each hemisphere varies from 1.33 to 3.55 kT /e , so our experiments probe 

the transition to “large” applied voltages. The functional dependence of such ICEO flows on 

the induced double-layer voltage has been recently expressed by Bazant et al. considering 

steric effects of counterion crowding.22 The ICEP velocity of the 5.7 μm  Janus particles 

decayed at NaCl concentrations above 0.1 mM (Fig. 2.3). The critical concentration where 

the velocity extrapolates to zero is remarkably small, cmax ≈10  mM. Similar strong 

concentration dependence has been observed in microfluidic pumping by ac electro-

osmosis,23 but we are not aware of any prior observation in colloids. It might be a universal 

feature of ICEO flows.22  

 

2.3.2. Effect of AC Field Frequency on Particle Velocity 

We also investigated the dependence of the ICEP velocity on the ac field frequency. ICEO 

flows around polarizable objects persist only in a certain band of driving frequencies,4 1−
eτ  ≤ 

ω  ≤ 1−
pτ . The upper limit is set by the characteristic “RC time” 

D
R

p
λτ =  for the formation of 

the induced screening cloud on the particle, where λ is the Debye length and D is the ion 

diffusion coefficient. The lower limit is set by the analogous charging time of the electrodes, 

D
L

e
λτ = , where L2  is the electrode separation. The estimated upper and lower characteristic 

frequencies for this experiment are 1−
eτ ≈  20 Hz and 1−

pτ ≈  12 kHz. The particle velocities 

measured indeed decreased when approaching both characteristic frequencies (Fig. 2.4). 

 

2.3.3. Effect of Size on Particle Velocity 

Finally, we characterized the dependence of the ICEP velocity on particle size. At 3000 =E  

V/cm, 1.00 =c  mM, and 1<<pτω , the average velocity increases roughly linearly with 

particle diameter at small sizes but seems to reach a constant value around 8 μm  (Fig. 2.5), 

which corresponds to an induced voltage 24.00 =RE  V ekT /10≈ , well into the nonlinear 
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regime. The linear fit from equation (2-1) yields k = 0.073 ± 0.002  or 12≈δ , which is 

consistent with the fit of 10≈δ  obtained from the E0
2 scaling in Fig. 2.3. 

 

 
Figure 2.4. Velocity of 5.7 μm  Janus particles as a function of frequency at 200 V/cm in 0.1 
mM NaCl. The experimental particle velocities were highest at intermediate frequency and 
decreased at low and high frequencies. The estimated upper and lower characteristic 
frequencies for electrode and particle charging in the conditions of this experiment are 

1−
eτ ≈20 Hz and 1−

pτ ≈12 kHz, respectively. 
 

The strong ICEP effect observed here is in semiquantitative agreement with the 

theory. The results for velocity for low electrolyte concentrations are consistent with the 

scalings of equation (2-1), though smaller by up to an order of magnitude 13111 −=−k  (for 

δ = 0 ). The smaller velocities are likely a result of wall-particle interactions. The Janus 

particles motion in stable near-wall trajectories may be due to tilting of the dielectric 

hemisphere to face the wall, caused by asymmetric ICEO flow.24 If double-layer repulsion 

between latex and glass is present, the model yielding equation (2-1) can predict ICEP 

translation at tilt angles up to 45º and at velocities ≈ 30% smaller than in the bulk, in which 

case the experimental data can be fit with δ = 7. Indications of tilting can be seen in the 

experiment, but detecting and measuring small tilt angles from the images is not possible. 
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Other effects may be present as well. Complex ICEO (electrohydrodynamic) flows on 

electrodes are known to attract particles and drive their self-assembly,25,26 but their 

importance in this different geometry is yet to be evaluated.  

 

 
Figure 2.5. Average velocity of different size particles as a function of their average 
diameter at 300 V/cm in 0.1 mM NaCl at a field frequency of 1 kHz.  The data points were 
obtained by determining the velocity of 286 particles grouped by diameters within a 1.5 μm  
range. The line is a fit to equation (2-1) described in the main text. 
 

2.4. Conclusions 

In summary, we demonstrated that metallodielectric Janus particles move perpendicular to a 

uniform ac electric field as a result of induced-charge electrophoretic force. This is, to our 

knowledge, the first report of this fascinating phenomenon that can now guide further 

development of the theory. The propelling metallodielectric particles could eventually be 

used as microscopic mixers, "shuttles", self-propelling on-chip sensors, microactuators and 

microsensors in MEMS devices, optoelectronic devices or for separations in microfluidic 

devices. 
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in AC Electric Fields* 
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3.1. Introduction  

Isotropic spherical colloids, typically made of silica or latex, have been the focus of particle 

assembly for more than 50 years. There is growing recognition that anisotropic particles can 

be used to engineer the assembly of targeted structures.1 “Janus” particles, named by 

Casagrande and de Gennes2,3 after the Roman mythology god (who possessed two faces), are 

one such class of anisotropic colloids. Janus particles have surface coverage or “patchiness” 

yielding surface properties that are physically or chemically different. Various techniques 

have been formulated recently to synthesize Janus particles4-11 as they are an interesting 

object of study and can find potential applications in novel materials.  

Anisotropic particles with two hemispheres of different polarizability and/or 

conductance have been produced by thermal evaporation12 or gold sputtering.13,14 Molecular 

simulations have been used to investigate the assembly of functionally anisotropic building 

blocks.15-19 However, few experimental studies report how such Janus particles assemble or 

respond to external fields. Hong et al. have assembled spherical particles with opposite 

electric charge on the hemispheres in a system where the particle diameter exceeds the 

electrostatic screening length.20 These particles formed clusters rather than strings and Monte 

Carlo simulations have been performed to analyze the experimental results. Behrend et al. 

have coated magnetic and non-magnetic particles with metal and tracked the orientation and 

rotation of these particles in magnetic fields to calculate the torque acting on the particles.21 

Takei et al. have investigated the orientation of anisotropic particles in low frequency (0.1-1 

Hz) electric fields after chemically modifying the gold hemisphere with charged thiols. The 

orientation of these dipolar particles in an electric field depends on the pH, which controls 

the charge of the functionalized hemispheres.12 Crowley et al. have determined the dipole 

response of a “gyricon” ball (~100 μ m diameter), which consists of two hemispheres of 

different colors and different electrical properties.22 These gyricon balls (with white and 

black-colored halves) can be rotated when immersed in a liquid and exposed to a uniform 

electric field, which has application in “electric paper” electronic displays.  
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Externally applied electric fields allow the precise tuning of forces exerted on the 

particles and the fluid medium by the field. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is a force that emerges 

upon application of an electric field (direct current, DC, or alternating current, AC) to a 

suspension of particles. The application of an electric field across a suspension of isotropic 

colloidal particles leads to their polarization. The DEP force arises when the particles’ 

induced dipoles interact with a nonuniform electric field leading to particle movement.23-25 

The particles are either attracted (positive DEP) to the region of maximum field intensity or 

repelled (negative DEP) from it, depending on the effective particle polarizability relative to 

the media. The particle “chaining” force is described as a result of the attraction of the 

induced dipoles within the particles. The chaining force acting between particles of the same 

type is always positive and attractive.  

AC electric fields can be used to manipulate many types of colloidal particles in 

different media by simply adjusting AC electric field parameters (magnitude, frequency, 

wave shape, wave symmetry, and phase).26-29 The AC dielectrophoretic manipulation, 

separation, and assembly of nonconductive particles is the largest and best developed 

research area. For example, DEP has been used to form cell arrays,30,31 sort and trap 

bioparticles32,33 and DNA34-37, and manipulate and separate live cells and polymer spheres.38-

42 Conducting particles that have been assembled by DEP include gold nanoparticles, 

quantum dots (CdSe semiconductor nanoparticles), and carbon nanotubes (CNT).26 Our 

research group has used DEP for the formation of colloidal crystals,43-45 linear aggregates of 

nanoparticles,26,28,46 and assembly of biocomposites including arrays of live cells.47 We have 

used simulations to describe the assembly and calculate the electric field distribution around 

pairs of dielectric particles and pairs of metallic particles subject to an AC electric field 

between two coplanar electrodes.26 

We report here new assembly effects and patterns driven by AC electric fields applied 

to suspensions of Janus metallodielectric particles. In our previous work, we showed that the 

application of low frequency (<~10 kHz) AC electric fields to suspensions of micrometer-

sized Janus particles with one dielectric hemisphere and one conductive hemisphere resulted 
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in unbalanced liquid flows and nonlinear, induced-charge electrophoretic (ICEP) motion of 

the particles.48 The particles moved perpendicular to the uniform applied electric field, with 

their polystyrene hemisphere forward. Here, we report the dielectrophoretic assembly of 

micron-sized metallodielectric Janus particles suspended in water, subject to high frequency 

(> 10 kHz) AC electric fields. We first describe the technique for Janus particle preparation, 

the experimental setup, and the procedures for numerical simulations. The experimental data 

are presented and summarized in the phase space for electric field intensity and field 

frequency. The metallodielectric particle concentrations were large enough to form a 

monolayer (on the glass surface) and a rich variety of structures was uncovered. Results from 

two-dimensional (2D) numerical simulations of the electric energy of the system are 

correlated with the experimental results. 

 

3.2. Experimental Procedures 

3.2.1. Materials 

Deionized water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm was obtained from a Millipore Milli-Q 

Plus water purification system. Surfactant-free polystyrene latex microspheres (diameter, 

D = 4.0 and 5.7 μm) stabilized by sulfate groups were purchased as aqueous dispersions 

from Interfacial Dynamics Corp. (OR). Non-ionic surfactant Polyoxyethylene(20)sorbitan 

(Tween-20) was purchased from Acros Organics (NJ). Ethanol and Teflon tape were 

purchased from Fisher Scientific (PA). 

 

3.2.2. Janus Metallodielectric Particle Preparation 

The metallodielectric particles used in the experiments were prepared by partially coating the 

polystyrene microspheres with a conductive layer of gold on one hemisphere of the particles. 

The polystyrene particles were initially concentrated by centrifuging at ~ 2000 g for 10 min 

and were washed with ultra-pure Milli-Q water. A convective assembly method that we had 

engineered previously49 was used to deposit particle submonolayers on pre-cleaned glass 

microscope slides (Fisher Scientific, PA).  
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Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental cell with anisotropic particle 
crystal formed upon applying AC electric field and (b) SEM image of 4.0 μm 
metallodielectric particles. The gold-coated hemispheres appear brighter due to their higher 
conductance. The scale bar in (b) is 4 μm. 

 

The dried particle submonolayers were coated with 10 nm of chromium followed by 

20 nm of gold in a metal evaporator (Cooke Vacuum Products, model FPS2-41). The 

chromium layer was deposited to ensure that gold adheres to the exposed particle surface. 

The “Janus” particles formed (Fig. 3.1b) were then redispersed in Milli-Q water by spraying 

the glass slides covered with metal-coated particles with a 1:3 (v/v) ethanol/Milli-Q water 

solution to flush the particles using a 30 cc syringe fitted with a 18G1½ needle. The 

remaining particles on the glass slides were removed by mild sonication (for less than 20 

seconds). Non-ionic surfactant Tween-20 (~ 0.1 wt %) was added to the suspensions and the 

particles were washed with Milli-Q water to remove the ethanol. Addition of the non-ionic 

surfactant prevented the particles from aggregating. High concentration suspensions of Janus 

particles (~ 7 – 12 % solids) in small volumes (~ 50–100 μL) were prepared by 
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centrifugation. The concentration of particles in suspension was calculated based on the 

number of particles necessary to form a close-packed monolayer on the bottom surface of the 

experimental cell (Fig. 3.1a). 

 

3.2.3. Experimental Setup 

The experimental cell (Fig. 3.1a) was constructed from a glass slide onto which two co-

planar gold electrodes (3 mm inter-electrode gap) were deposited by evaporating 10 nm of 

chromium followed by 100 nm of gold. A liquid blocker pen was used to create a "corral" 

between the electrodes surrounded by a hydrophobic ring. A 2–3 μL droplet suspension of 

the Janus particles was placed within this area onto the bottom microscope glass in contact 

with both electrodes. A microscope glass cover slip was placed directly on top of the particle 

suspension forming a thin experimental cell approximately 2–3 particle diameters in height. 

The liquid droplet spread out to an area of 60–100 mm2 once it was compressed between the 

top and bottom glass slides. 

Particle chaining and crystallization (for concentrations large enough to form a 

monolayer) in the chamber were observed from above using an Olympus BX-61 optical 

microscope (with 40× or 50× objective), and images were recorded using an Olympus DP-70 

digital CCD camera. Digital movies of the Janus particles’ behavior at high and low 

frequencies were recorded using a Sony Cybershot DSC-V1 camera fitted to the eyepiece of 

the microscope. 

The alternating electric field within the experimental cell was produced by an Agilent 

33120A 15 MHz function generator (Agilent Technologies, CO) connected to a RG-91 ramp 

generator/amplifier (Burleigh, NY). An AC field (of square waveform) of voltage ranging 

from 1 to 90 V and frequencies from 1 to 200 kHz was applied to the particle suspension. A 1 

μF capacitor was included in the circuit to filter any direct current component of the signal.  

The voltage applied in the chamber was measured with a digital multimeter (Instek, CA). A 

master switch allowed starting and stopping the process.  
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3.2.4. Numerical Simulation 

During one-half cycle of the applied AC field, the electric field distribution and electric 

energy distribution around the Janus particles inside the experimental cell were simulated by 

2D electrostatic calculations using the FEMLAB multiphysics modeling package (COMSOL, 

Burlington, MA). The geometry of the system with metallodielectric particles (simulated 

with diameter of 5 μm) and the 3 mm gap between the electrodes were specified as a 2D 

cross-sectional top view of the experimental cell presented in Fig. 3.1a. In order to model the 

system accurately, we incorporated the effect of the counterionic atmosphere (electrical 

double layer) around the bare polystyrene half of the particles to account for the higher 

surface conductivity of this layer. 

The solution space was divided into four main subdomains: water media, dielectric 

polystyrene core, gold cap on one-half of the particle, and counterionic atmosphere on the 

other half of the particle. The values of the physical properties of these subdomains are listed 

in Appendix A. After the boundary conditions within the experimental cell were specified, 

the solution space was triangulated into a conformal mesh and the mesh was refined at least 

four times. The solver was initialized to solve the Poisson equation for all elements to obtain 

the electric field intensity and electrical energy density within the cell. The subdomain 

integration function was used to calculate the electric energy of the entire 2D system. This 

function integrated the electric energy density over the area (since this was a 2D simulation) 

of the system after selecting all four of the subdomains. The calculations were repeated with 

more refined mesh sizes until the mesh was small enough for the final calculated values to 

vary by less than 0.05%. 

 

3.3. Experimental Results 

3.3.1. Effect of AC Field Strength and Frequency 

A wide variety of novel structures were formed and diverse particle dynamics were observed 

when the voltage and frequency of the applied AC field were varied at Janus particle 

concentrations large enough to form a monolayer on the bottom substrate. The crystallization 
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and electrohydrodynamic mobility thresholds for the anisotropic microspheres were explored 

by adjusting the parameters of the applied field: the Janus particles could be made to display 

electrohydrodynamic mobility in the direction perpendicular to the electric field as 

demonstrated in previous work;48 form crystals of unique symmetries by confining staggered 

chains of Janus particles in a small area; or form more complex three-dimensional (3D) 

bundle structures. The staggered chains, 2D crystal structures, and 3D bundle structures 

disassembled once the electric field was turned off, proving that this process was reversible. 

 

 
Figure 3.2. Dynamic and structural response of Janus particles to AC electric field 
intensity versus field frequency in a thin experimental cell. In the optical images, the gold-
coated, conductive hemispheres appear dark and the bare, dielectric hemispheres appear 
light. The electric field direction is between the top and bottom of the optical images. The 
regions were established on the basis of 28 data points. 
 

The different regions of the dynamic and structural behavior of particles within the 

phase area of field intensity and frequency are presented in Fig. 3.2. The AC field-induced 
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dielectrophoretic or electrohydrodynamic response of the metallodielectric microspheres in 

Milli-Q water depends strongly on the frequency of the applied field. At higher frequencies 

the metallodielectric particles formed staggered chains, 2D metallodielectric crystals, and 3D 

bundles, whereas at lower frequencies the anisotropic particles formed regular chains and 

performed induced-charge electrophoretic (ICEP) motion in direction perpendicular to the 

applied field direction. The regions outlined in Fig. 3.2 are reviewed in more detail and their 

structure is analyzed in the next subsections. 

 

3.3.1.1. Disordered Particles Region 
Below ~ 25 V cm-1 over the whole range of frequencies (1–200 kHz), the Janus 

metallodielectric particles remained disordered and were randomly distributed on the surface 

of the bottom glass slide due to Brownian motion (Fig. 3.2, bottom). Most of the Janus 

particles were observed to assume an orientation such that the dark, gold-coated hemisphere 

was facing up and the light, polystyrene hemisphere was facing down, in contact with the 

bottom glass surface of the experimental cell. This could result from difference in the 

interactions between the metallic/polymer halves of the particles and the glass bottom wall of 

the experimental cell; however this effect is easily overridden by the much stronger field-

induced interactions and orientation at higher field strengths. 
 

3.3.1.2. Induced Charge Electrophoresis (ICEP) Region 

Above approximately 75 V cm-1, ICEP motion resulted at AC frequencies of 1–40 kHz (Fig. 

3.2), whereby the metallodielectric Janus particles moved in directions perpendicular to the 

electric field with their polystyrene hemispheres facing forward in the direction of motion. 

Our previous report explains the physical phenomenon and characterizes this ICEP motion as 

a function of field strength and frequency, electrolyte concentration, and particle size.48 

Briefly, the electric double layer on the gold-coated conductive hemisphere of the particle is 

more strongly polarized in the applied field, which drives a stronger induced-charge electro-

osmosis (ICEO) slip than on the dielectric polystyrene side, resulting in ICEP motion in the 
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direction of the uncoated side. Although we previously reported that ICEP motion decreases 

at about 12 kHz in cells of 60–80 μm heights, we found that ICEP motion persisted up to 

~ 40 kHz at high field strengths in experimental cells of smaller heights (10–15 μm). The 

transition to the ICEP region from the 2D crystallization and 3D bundle region in Fig. 3.2 

was sensitive to the operating parameters. By slightly increasing the field strength, the 

stationary 2D crystals formed at low frequencies and lower field strengths could be forced to 

disassemble and perform ICEP motion, leading to "melting" of the crystals, which may be 

related to tangential double layer conductance.50 Also, by slightly decreasing the field 

frequency, the formed stationary 3D bundles at medium frequencies and medium field 

strengths could be made to disassemble and display ICEP motion. The particle chains tended 

to disassemble from the ends of the structure. Individual particles in 3D bundles or in 

staggered chains detached from the chain and began ICEP motion as the structure collapse 

proceeded inward from the ends. 

 

3.3.1.3. 3D Bundles Region 

The particles formed 3D bundles (top optical image of Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4c) above ~75 V 

cm-1 over the frequency range of 5–200 kHz. In the higher field strength, the particles in the 

2D metallodielectric crystals packed more tightly. The particle chains stacked on top of each 

other up to the height of the experimental cell forming the 3D bundles (which might be 

nuclei for 3D crystals). Large void areas are observed between the 3D bundles. The higher 

DEP and particle chaining forces within the cell resulted in particle chains merging into the 

3D bundles, increasing the bundles’ width and height. These bundles also tended to stretch 

toward each of the electrodes. Some the particles were observed to rotate about their axes 

within the 3D bundles when higher field strengths were applied. Most of the particles in the 

3D bundle optical images are observed with their dark, gold-coated hemispheres facing up. 
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3.3.1.4. Regular and Staggered Chains Region 

The particles formed regular, straight chains, parallel to the electric field direction similar to 

chains observed for plain latex particles in applied AC electric fields44,45 and staggered 

chains from 25 to ~ 40 V cm-1 over the whole range of frequencies studied (1–200 kHz). At 

frequencies lower than ~10 kHz and low field strengths the regular, parallel chains were 

oriented such that mostly the darker, gold-coated hemisphere of the particle was facing up 

(away from the bottom glass surface) as seen in the bottom left optical image of Fig. 3.2. At 

frequencies above ~10 kHz, the Janus particles formed staggered chains (bottom right optical 

image of Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3a). When the electric field in the cell was turned on, the 

particles first oriented so that the plane between their hemispheres (gold-coated, conductive 

hemisphere appearing dark and bare, dielectric hemisphere appearing light) aligned in the 

direction of the electric field and subsequently formed chains. Within the staggered chain, the 

particles positioned themselves such that the polystyrene hemisphere of each particle were 

facing in alternating directions and only the gold portions of the particles were in contact 

near the poles of the particle. The staggered chains were thus seen to have a dark gold line 

throughout the length of the chain aligned with the direction of the electric field. 

 When the electric field was turned off, both the straight and staggered chains came 

apart and the particles redispersed. The chains disassembly once the field was turned off 

could be attributed to both steric repulsion between the particles by the polyoxyethylene 

chains of the Tween 20 adsorbed on the surface of the particle and Brownian motion. The 

particles usually reoriented themselves so that their gold-coated hemispheres were facing up 

and the polystyrene hemisphere was in contact with the bottom glass substrate. This 

disassembly process contrasts with the aggregation of metallic gold nanoparticles induced by 

an AC electric field (within a cell similar to the one used here), where the assembled 

structures remained stable even after the voltage was turned off.28,46 The aggregation of these 

gold nanoparticles is irreversible due to the strong van der Waals forces acting on the 

nanoparticles. The disassembly process of metallodielectric Janus particles is similar to that 

of plain sulfate-stabilized polystyrene particles in AC electric fields, where the negatively 
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charged sulfate groups on the plain polystyrene surface promote repulsion from overlapping 

electric double layers between the particles.51 

 

 
Figure 3.3. Optical micrographs of (a) staggered chains formed at lower concentration of 
Janus particles (5.7 μm diameter) in an AC field of 56 V cm-1 at 40 kHz and (b) concentrated 
staggered chains formed with a particle concentration enough to form a monolayer in an AC 
field of 27 V cm-1 at 40 kHz. The gold-coated, conductive hemispheres appear dark and bare, 
dielectric hemispheres appear light. The electric field direction is between the top and bottom 
of the images. The scale bars in (a) and (b) are 70 μm and 50 μm, respectively. 
 

3.3.1.5. 2D Crystallization Region 

By further increasing the electric field intensity within the cell we attempted to form two-

dimensional lattices of staggered chains (Fig. 3.3b). There is a narrow window for 2D 

metallodielectric crystals formation between ~ 40 and 75 V cm-1 across the range of 
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frequencies studied, where lattices form due to dipolar attraction of contiguous chains. At 

low frequencies (1–10 kHz), 2D crystals formed with the gold-coated hemispheres of the 

particles facing up and the uncoated side facing the bottom glass substrate (Fig. 3.2, middle-

left optical image).  From 10–200 kHz, we observed formation of two types of crystals (Fig. 

3.2, middle optical images).  

 

 
Figure 3.4. Optical micrographs of (a) a crystal of staggered chains, (b) a crystal of two co-
existing particle chain arrangements in an AC field of 125 kHz frequency and (c) three-
dimensional bundles in an AC field of 50 kHz frequency. The gold-coated, conductive 
hemispheres appear dark and bare, dielectric hemispheres appear light. The electric field is 
applied in the vertical direction in the images. The scale bars in (a), (b), and (c) are 50 μm. 
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The first particle lattice comprised narrow parallel metallic lanes throughout the 

crystal (Fig. 3.4a). This lattice was formed when the applied higher voltage directed the 

assembly of staggered chains (formed in the lower-field region in Fig. 3.2) into a close-

packed lattice. Additionally, a second type of lattice appeared to possess broader metallic 

lanes due to the different position of the approaching chains of particles with respect to each 

other. The chains forming this type of lattice were grouped together with the gold-coated 

hemispheres of each of the chains facing one another (Fig. 3.4b). Within these two particle 

chain sets, the gold portion of each particle touched the gold portion of its neighboring four 

particles near the equator and the poles rather than just near the poles as in the first type of 

Janus crystal. The dielectric half of the particle was adjacent to the dielectric half of a particle 

from the next chain set. The first type of crystal lattice was observed more frequently and 

was larger in domain areas than the second type over the range of frequencies studied. 

 

3.3.2. Characterization of Metallodielectric 2D Crystals 

We further characterized the staggered chain and 2D crystallization regions using the 

orientational order and polarization parameters, which are commonly used to characterize 

dipolar liquid crystals. Similarly to liquid crystals, a specific orientation of the 

metallodielectric particles within the 2D crystalline lattices can be designated a specific 

orientation with regards to the plane between the metallic and dielectric halves of the 

particles. The orientation order parameter, S, can be expressed as the average of 
2

)1cos3( 2 −θ  

over all the particles.52 The angle, θ , is between the orientation vector of a given particle and 

the director n̂ (see inset of Fig. 3.5). S is equal to unity in perfectly aligned ferroelectric and 

antiferroelectric phases and equal to zero in the isotropic phase.52 The polarization parameter 

P is given by 
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P can be expressed as the average of θcos  over all of the particles.53 P is equal to unity in a 

perfectly aligned ferroelectric phase and zero in the antiferroelectric phase and in the 

isotropic phase. S therefore measures orientational order and P distinguishes between 

ferroelectric and antiferroelectric phases. In a ferroelectric phase SP ≥ , while in an 

antiferroelectric phase SP < . 

 

 
Figure 3.5. Number of particles as a function of the particle orientation angle, θ , where 
the angle is determined by the angle between the gold/polystyrene interface and the 
direction of the electric field. Two high peaks in the angle distribution are observed at 
orientation angles of 0º and 180º, in-line with the direction of the electric field.  
 

We measured the orientation angle for 727 particles by processing the optical digital 

image in Fig. 3.3b. The instantaneous director n̂  was designated in the direction of the 

applied electric field and the angle θ  was defined as the angle between the gold/polystyrene 

interface and the director n̂ .  The angle o0=θ  was designated for the case when the 

gold/polystyrene interface was fully aligned with the direction of the electric field and the 
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gold-coated hemisphere was situated on the left side of the particle. The angle o180=θ  was 

designated for the case when the gold/polystyrene interface was fully aligned with the 

direction of the electric field and the gold-coated hemisphere was situated on the right side of 

the particle. The distribution of the orientation angle around o0=θ  and o180=θ  was 

determined. The number of particles at a specific orientation angle for the image processed is 

plotted in Fig. 3.5. The two peaks in the number of particles at 0º and 180º orientation 

indicate that the particles orient with highly specific direction. The orientation order 

parameter S for this image was calculated to be 98.0=S . This is very close to unity, which 

indicates that the crystal is in either of the well-aligned ferroelectric or antiferroelectric 

phases. To further characterize this 2D metallodielectric crystal, the polarization parameter P 

was calculated to yield 0030.P −= , which indicates that the metallodielectric 2D lattice 

structures are in a well-aligned antiferroelectric lattice. 

 

3.4. Modeling of Janus Particle Orientation and Staggered Chain Formation in 
Electrical Field 
 
We calculated the electric filed distribution and the energy of the system for different particle 

configurations in order to understand why individual Janus particles orient in the direction of 

the electric field such a manner and to model the formation of staggered chains. The total 

electric energy eW  of the system can be obtained by integrating the local energy 

density, esw (defined in Appendix A), over the subdomain volume (V) 

dVwW
V

ese ∫=        (3-2) 

Particles responding to dielectrophoretic force are attracted (if they are more polarizable than 

the media) to the high field intensity area in an electric field gradient so that the minimum 

potential energy is reached when the particles are closest to the point of highest electric field 

strength.54,55  
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 We performed a 2D FEMLAB simulation of complex particle-dielectric system 

inserted inside a parallel plate capacitor, since our system consists of two electrodes 

separated by a dielectric material. We kept the voltage constant and only changed the 

orientation angle and/or the positions of the Janus particles to form different types of four-

particle chain configurations. We then calculated the total stored electric energy (effective 

units of 1mJ −  since this was a 2D simulation and we integrated over the area rather than 

volume). This procedure was repeated until we found the configuration with maximum in 

stored electric energy. We refer to this as a “quasi-Monte Carlo” approach — it is broadly 

similar to the methodology of a Monte Carlo simulation,56 however, since our system is quite 

complex and the energy calculations in each step require a very computationally expensive 

solution of a system of partial differential equations, we only model a few selected 

configurations and compare their energy.  

The dielectric permittivity of the subdomains was calculated by means of the complex 

permittivity (which accounts for the frequency of the field) as given by Morgan et al.25 

ω
σεεε )(~ i

ro −=      (3-3) 

where i  is the imaginary unit, σ  is the electrical conductivity, and ω  is the AC electric field 

frequency (for which we specified a value of 10 kHz). The dielectric subdomains specified in 

FEMLAB and the details of the conductivity and permittivity values used are listed in 

Appendix A. The top and bottom electrodes were energized in the simulations with V1.0±  

in the case of the particle orientation simulation and V25.0±  for the particle configuration 

simulation. In both cases, the effective field strength simulated within the cell was 
1cmV100 − . The boundaries on the sides of the experimental cell were taken to be 

electrically symmetrical. 
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3.4.1. Orientation Angle Simulation 
To understand why an individual particle is oriented with its gold/polystyrene interface 

aligned with the electric field, we calculated the electric energy of the system containing a 

single particle at different orientation angles (Fig. 3.6). The 0º orientation angle (Fig. 3.6 

inset) was taken as the baseline since this was the equilibrium orientation angle that was 

observed experimentally.  

 

 
Figure 3.6. Effect of orientation angle of the particle on the calculated potential energy 
difference. The inset simulation illustrates the electric energy density contour around a 
single Janus particle at a 0º orientation angle in one half-cycle of an AC electric field. 
The direction of the electric field is indicated on the simulation image and the yellow arc 
on the left side of the particle represents the gold shell. The other half of the particle was 
simulated with a counterionic layer. 
 

The total electric energy of the system was calculated from -90º to 90º by rotating the 

particle about its gold/dielectric interface axis in 5º increments. The potential energy is 

maximal at -90º when the gold/polystyrene interface is perpendicular to the electric field 

direction.  The energy difference decreases as the particle is incrementally rotated to 0º, 

which results in the minimum in potential energy of the system. This corresponds well to the 

experimentally observed orientation of the particles (Fig. 3.3a and 3.5), which is between -
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10º and 10º.  We multiplied the total integrated electric energy of the system by the particle 

radius (2.5 μm) to estimate the total energy of the system (effective units of J, converted into 

units of thermal energy kT). The potential energy difference between -90º orientation and 0º 

orientation angle was ~ 100 kT, which is a reasonable value for a body of this size that has 

been arrested from thermal or hydrodynamic fluctuations. This is equivalent to the induction 

of a dipole of maximal strength in the gold-coated hemisphere (aligned with the field) and is 

broadly similar to the alignment of elongated and rod-like particles along the electric field 

direction.23 

 

3.4.2. Particle Chain Configuration Simulation 

After establishing the origin of the orientation of an individual particle in the electric field, 

we simulated the energy profiles of different chain configurations of Janus particles to 

determine which one would result in the minimal potential energy of the system. In all 

configurations simulated, the gold/polystyrene interface of all Janus particles was aligned 

with the field direction as we had established this orientation in the previous simulation.  The 

baseline configuration included four Janus particles forming a staggered chain (Fig. 3.7c), 

since this was the arrangement that was predominantly observed experimentally. For this 

baseline configuration, the gold shells touched slightly off-center (compared to a regular, 

straight chain) near the poles of the particle and the polystyrene half of each particle was 

facing in alternating directions. This base assembly is compared with the following 

alternative configurations in Fig. 3.7: particles with gold shells directly in contact with the 

dielectric portion of adjacent particle within a regular chain (Fig. 3.7a), gold shell directly in 

contact with gold shell of adjacent particle within a parallel chain (Fig. 3.7b) and gold shells 

touching more off-center in a staggered chain (Fig. 3.7d). 

The simulation shows that the minimum in potential energy difference does indeed 

occur for the experimentally observed configuration where the gold shells are in contact with 

each other slightly off-center in a staggered chain (Fig. 3.7c). It appears that the gold-coated 

hemisphere (which is nearly infinitely polarizable) dominates in determining particle 
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structures and dynamics at medium and high electric field intensities. After the particles 

orient to 0º or 180º to align their gold/polystyrene interface with the electric field, their gold-

coated hemispheres are attracted to each other near the poles to align the largest dipoles 

(created within the gold coating) with each other along the electric field lines.  

 

 
Figure 3.7. Simulations of the electric energy density contours around different particle 
configurations (a-d) of four Janus particles in one half-cycle of an AC electric field and the 
effect of particle configuration of four particles on the potential energy difference (e). The 
bar to the right indicates the intensity of the electric energy density in a-d (in 3mJ − ) and the 
direction of the electric field is indicated on each simulation. The yellow arc represents the 
gold shell in (a)-(d). 
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The particles alternate with the polystyrene half of the particle on the left and the on 

the right side of the particle so that only the gold shells are in contact with each other, 

minimizing the potential energy of the chain configuration and resulting in a narrow 

conductive lane throughout the length of the chain. When the particles are situated so that 

their point of contact is further off-center within a staggered chain where the gold shells are 

in contact (Fig. 3.7d), the potential energy increases dramatically. The potential energy of the 

system for configuration B where the gold shells are on the same side of a non-staggered 

chain (Fig. 3.7b) is closest to the system that exhibits the minimum in potential energy. This 

type of chain is similar to the chains found in a type of Janus crystal with broader metallic 

lanes observed experimentally (Fig. 3.4b), although in Fig. 3.4b there are two sets of chains 

grouped together, which may be a kinetically trapped configuration. 

Overall, the particle orientation and particle configuration simulations agreed well 

with the experimentally observed results. The same simulations were also performed in 

vacuum, without accounting for the counterionic conductance of the bare side of the Janus 

particle and the complex permittivities of the subdomains. We obtained a qualitatively 

similar result as for the simulations performed in water, for which we take into account the 

complex permittivity of each of the subdomains. Thus, the presence of the counterionic 

atmosphere on the dielectric half of the particles appears to modulate the interactions, but the 

high polarizability of the metal half is the leading effect in the assembly process. This 

approach could in the future be used to predict the orientation and assembly of various 

anisotropic and patchy particles in applied electric fields. 

 

3.5. Conclusions  

The phase diagram for electric field intensity and field frequency for a monolayer 

concentration of Janus particles reveals five regions of particle behavior: disordered particles 

region, regular and staggered chains region, 2D crystallization region, induced charge 

electrophoresis (ICEP) region, and 3D bundles region. The staggered chain and 2D 

crystallization regions were further investigated by using electrostatic simulations to 
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calculate the electric energy of the system to determine the most favorable particle 

orientation and lattice configuration. The simulations agreed with experimental observations 

and aided in the understanding of the Janus particle orientation along the direction of the 

electric field lines, and the staggered chains formation. The field-directed assembly of 

metallodielectric particles at high frequency could be used in the fabrication of photonic 

crystals of new symmetry types, massively parallel waveguides, liquid-borne microcircuits 

and materials with directional electrical and heat transfer.  

The rich variety of structures formed and dynamic motion of the metallodielectric 

Janus particles demonstrated here provides a glimpse of the interesting phenomena occuring 

when anisotropic particles are subjected to external fields. The metal-coated hemispheres of 

the particles play a key role in the formation of different structures and in the 

electrohydrodynamic mobility of the particles once the electric field intensity within the 

experimental cell becomes strong enough to overcome Brownian motion. The experimental 

technique and simulations may now be applied to other types of anisotropic particles, which 

may form different types of novel structures and potentially lead to the fabrication of new 

materials.  
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Chapter 4 
 
 
Reconfigurable Responsive Structures Assembled from Magnetic 
Janus Particles* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________ 
 
* Based on article published in      Smoukov, Gangwal, Marquez, and Velev, Soft Matter, 2009, 5, 
1285–1292. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Responsive materials are used in many diverse applications including actuators, sensors, 

tunable viscosity liquids, and displays.  In addition to materials with controlled properties, a 

number of “smart” building blocks are promising as components of responsive assemblies.  

Electro-1, 2 and magnetorheological3 fluids rely on such assemblies for their dynamic change 

in viscosity. The design of building blocks with novel and directional interactions has 

resulted in nanoparticle superlattice crystals based on light-induced dipole-switching,4 and 

colloid assemblies by alternating current (AC) electric field-induced polarization.5, 6  

The response of a material or structure is usually coupled to a change in the 

environment (temperature, pH, applied field) and when such a change occurs naturally, 

responsive structures can be used to detect it.  In many cases, however, an environmental 

change is maintained solely to keep a structure/material in a given state, which wastes energy 

or requires good insulation from the surroundings.  Some conditions required to sustain a 

certain structural response (e.g., electric fields of 1-2 kV/mm for electrorheological fluids7, 8) 

are also impractical to maintain for long periods of time.  

A solution to this problem can be found in bistable (or multistable) systems where the 

states of interest can occupy local potential energy minima, with high activation barriers 

between them prohibiting interconversion.  Such macroscopic switches and latches are 

explored in energy-efficient robotics designs.9  Microscopically, such designs are found in 

MEMS actuators10 and optical switches.11  Miniaturization also requires one to take 

advantage of forces that dominate on the micron scale and below (magnetic, electrostatic, 

van der Waals), resulting in different device designs and opportunities. When bistability is 

engineered at the level of the building blocks, the whole structure formed by the blocks can 

assemble and disassemble in a bistable fashion. 

Ferromagnetic interactions are particularly suitable for assembly of multistable 

structures because ferromagnetic moments do not require external fields to be maintained and 

magnetization strength can be varied easily.  A variety of well-characterized magnetic 

materials can be easily evaporated or sputter-deposited with a sub-nanometer level precision.  
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Well-defined structures assembled from magnetic colloids reported in the literature include 

linear chains,12-16 zigzag chains,17 magnetic nanowires,18 2D arrays,19 static and dynamic 

lattices on the surface of fluids,20, 21 pyramids,22 and rings23, 24. Magnetic field-assembled 

structures have important applications – magnetorheological fluids owe many of their 

properties to formation of linear chains and their crystallization in clusters due to lateral 

interactions of the dipolar chains.25  Magnetic assembly has also been used in microfluidic 

mixers utilizing the rotation of self-assembled paramagnetic and ferromagnetic chains,26, 27 in 

solutions with magneto-optical responses, which can cover the whole visible range,17, 28 and 

in hierarchical assembly of particles.29  Magnetic beads connected with polymer linkages 

have resulted in flexible, responsive brush structures on surfaces.30 Polymers loaded with 

magnetic particles have a number of applications including magnetically actuated cilia.31   

Non-magnetic polymer rods have been ordered by magnetic fields when placed in the bulk of 

a ferrofluid.32 

Substantial interest in polarization-induced chaining of particles exists because of 

electro- and magneto-rheological fluids, where linear chains and multichain aggregates form 

upon application of an electric or magnetic field, dynamically changing the fluid’s viscosity 

by several orders of magnitude.  Applications of these fluids include clutches with no moving 

parts,33 vibration-reduction,34 and semi-active control dampers for seismic protection of 

buildings.35  Well-defined, non-linear structure assembly from polarizable building blocks is 

still rare, however, and is likely hampered by the complexity of modeling the interactions. 

The polarization induced in particles at low applied electric and magnetic fields is 

directly proportional to the field magnitude; at large distances, the interaction dip
ijU  between 

two dipoles is proportional to the square of the applied field and inversely proportional to the 

third power of the distance between them.36  For particles near contact, mutual polarization 

can increase their interaction by more than an order of magnitude,37  so addition of multipole 

interactions or finite element calculations are necessary to approximate the experimental 

results.38, 39  High electric fields near the tips of contacting particles can cause the dispersing 
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medium to break down, leading to a current-controlled interaction and changing 2EU dip
ij ∝ to 

2.1EU dip
ij ∝ .40  Higher magnetic fields cause ferromagnetic materials to saturate, requiring 

one to measure their field dependent magnetization and apply micromagnetic models to 

predict their interactions.     

 Here we report on the reconfigurable assembly of structures composed of Janus 

particles – polystyrene spheres with a thin magnetic metal shell evaporated on one 

hemisphere.  The anisotropic particles assemble in low symmetry structures, which are well-

defined and are stable in the absence of applied fields or supplied energy.  The structures also 

have the advantage that the particle interactions are bistable.  They can be disassembled on 

demand by remote demagnetization, then reassembled into new stable structures, thus 

recycling the building blocks. 

 

4.2. Experimental Section 

4.2.1. Materials 

Polystyrene latex microspheres (diameter D = 4.0 μ m) with amine or sulfate surface groups 

were purchased as surfactant-free aqueous dispersions from Interfacial Dynamics Corp. 

(Eugene, OR). Non-ionic surfactant polyoxyethylene(20) sorbitan monolaureate (Tween® 20, 

CAS# [9005-64-5]) was purchased from Acros Organics (Morris Plains, NJ). Ethanol and 

Teflon tape were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Iron (99.95% pure) pellets and gold 

(99.99% pure) wire were purchased from Kurt J. Lesker Co. (Clairton, PA). Chromium-

plated tungsten rods were purchased from R. D. Mathis Co. (Long Beach, CA). Deionized 

water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm was obtained from a Millipore Milli-Q Plus water 

purification system. 

 

4.2.2. Magnetic Janus Particles Preparation 

The magnetic Janus particles were prepared by partially coating one hemisphere of the 

polystyrene microspheres with an 8 – 34 nm layer of iron (Fig. 4.1A). The polystyrene 
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particles were initially concentrated by centrifuging at ~ 1500 g for 5 minutes and were then 

washed with ultra-pure Milli-Q water. This step was repeated 2-3 times to remove any 

surfactants or electrolytes present in the media. A convective assembly method that was 

previously developed in our laboratory41 was used to deposit particle submonolayers on pre-

cleaned glass microscope slides (Fisher Scientific). Deposition of particle submonolayers 

was preferred because we did not want the presence of multilayers, which may occur when 

forming close-packed particle monolayers41 and could result in uncoated particles. The dried 

particle submonolayers were coated with 8 or 34 nm of iron (Fe) on the exposed top 

hemisphere in a metal evaporator (Cooke Vacuum Products, model FPS2-41). The thickness 

of the evaporated iron layer was monitored by a Maxtek, Inc. TM350 thickness monitor 

integrated in our metal evaporator, with SC-101 sensor crystals. No adhesion layer was used. 

The particles were then scraped gently from the deposition surface with the corner of a 

microscope slide, and re-suspended in an ultra-pure Milli-Q water solution of a non-ionic 

surfactant Tween-20 (~ 1 wt %). The role of the surfactant was to prevent nonspecific 

particle aggregation. The typical volumes used in each experiment were 2 – 5 μ L, resulting 

in suspensions with ~ 90,000-150,000 particles/μl or  ~ 0.3-0.5 % solids.   

 

 
Figure 4.1. (A) Schematic of Janus particle fabrication by evaporation of a magnetic coating 
onto a monolayer of latex colloid spheres on a substrate.  (B) Experimental cell used to apply 
electric and magnetic fields. 
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4.2.3. Experimental Setup 

An experimental cell constructed above a glass slide (Fig. 4.1B) was used to apply magnetic 

and electric fields to the Janus microspheres. A 2–5 μ L particle droplet suspension was 

placed in the middle of the cell in a hydrophobic ring “corral”, which was deposited by a 

liquid blocker pen. A microscope glass cover slip was placed on top of the particle droplet, 

causing the droplet to spread to the edge of the hydrophobic ring. The cell thickness was 

approximately 2-3 particle diameters. Permanent magnets were situated near the sides of the 

glass slide to apply magnetic fields. Two co-planar gold electrodes (3 mm inter-electrode 

gap) were deposited by metal evaporation (with 10 nm of chromium followed by 100 nm of 

gold) on the sides of the glass slide to allow the application of electric fields.  

 Particle chaining in the experimental cell was observed from above using an Olympus 

BX-61 optical microscope (50× objective). Images were recorded using an Olympus DP-70 

digital CCD camera. Time-lapse movies with frame delays of 2-10 s were taken with this 

camera using the DP Controller microscope software. Real-time digital movies of the 

magnetic Janus particles’ response to applied electric and magnetic fields were recorded 

using a Sony Cybershot DSC-V1 camera fitted to the eyepiece of the microscope.  

 The constant magnetic field was created by a pair of cylindrical permanent magnets 

(Magcraft, NSN0537/N40, d = 6.4 mm, l = 19.2 mm, BR = 12.9 kG, HC = 11.9 kOe). The 

magnets were aligned on a single axis on each side of the observation cell, the south pole of 

one facing the north pole of the other, with a 20 mm distance between them.  The magnetic 

flux density at the point of observation (near the magnet axis, midway between the magnets) 

was estimated at 0.15 T from the manufacturer's specifications and finite element modeling 

of the field. Magnetization measurements were performed on an alternating gradient 

magnetometer (AGM) – MicroMag model 2090, Princeton Measurement Corporation.  A 

NIST magnetic moment standard (a YFe garnet sphere with 76.67 emu – standard reference 

material #2853) was used for calibration. Samples were attached to the probe with Dow 

Corning silicone grease #112. 
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For AC electric field assembly, an alternating electric field was applied to the 

electrodes of the observation cell.  The square waveform (with frequencies of 1 – 400 kHz) 

was produced by an Agilent 33120A 15 MHz function generator (Agilent Technologies, CO). 

The function generator was connected to a RG-91 ramp generator/amplifier (Burleigh, NY) 

to produce voltages ranging from 1 – 90 V. The electric circuit included a 1 μ F capacitor to 

remove any direct current component of the signal. The voltage applied in the chamber was 

measured with a multimeter GDM8024 (Good Will Instrument Co, Taiwan), readings 

correlated to measurements with an oscilloscope. A master switch connected to the two co-

planar gold electrodes of the experimental cell allowed the electric field to be turned on and 

off.  

Demagnetization of chains of magnetic Janus particles was performed by applying a 

60 Hz alternating magnetic field to the assemblies using a Tenma CRT Demagnetization Coil 

(MCM Electronics, Centerville, OH, item #72-785). For demagnetization of samples with Fe 

layers > 30nm, a homemade coil with a field directed by an E-shaped transformer core was 

used. The samples were placed in the center of the demagnetizing coil for a few seconds and 

slowly moved away from it (10–15 s). Thus, the magnitude of the magnetic field at the 

sample was decreased continuously as the distance from the coil was increased, while its 

direction flipped up-and-down at 60 Hz. This allowed the magnetic sample to trace ever 

smaller magnetization hysteresis loops42 until it was demagnetized. 

 

4.2.4. Numerical Simulation 

Two-dimensional (2D) magnetostatic calculations were performed using the FEMLAB 

multiphysics modeling package (COMSOL, Burlington, MA) to obtain the magnetic field 

distribution and magnetic energy distribution around the Janus particles. The 2D geometry of 

the system, to scale, was specified as a 2D cross-sectional top view at the midpoint of the 

experimental cell in Fig. 4.1B. The particle configurations were arranged vertically rather 

than horizontally in the simulations. The magnetic and electric field directions were also 
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from top to bottom of the simulation. The magnetic Janus particles (simulated with mμ4  

diameter) were positioned midway between the applied magnets. 

The solution space was divided into three subdomains: water media, dielectric 

polystyrene core, and a thin 34-nm iron (Fe) layer on one-half of the particle. To reproduce 

the tapering of the coating towards the sides of the particle, the coating profile was modeled 

by the subtraction of two circles with diameters equal to those of the particle spheres and 

centers offset by the thickness of the metal coating (see details in Fig. 4.2). 

 

 
Figure 4.2.  The metal coating on the particles was modeled by a crescent-shaped difference 
between two circles with diameters equal to those of the particles, and the offset equal to the 
coating thickness. Schematic not to scale. The offset has been exaggerated for visual clarity. 
 

The physical property values for electrical conductivity (σ) and relative permeability 

(μ) for each of these subdomains were specified as: water media (σ = 1×10-4 S/m, μ = 1-χm = 

1 - 9.04×10-6), polystyrene core (σ = 1×10-16 S/m, μ = 1-χm = 1 - 8.21×10-6), and iron layer 

(σ = 1×10+7 S/m, μ = 7.00) where χm is the magnetic susceptibility. We specified in the 

simulation a homogeneous applied magnetic field of 0.15 T (123,400 A/m) from the top to 

the bottom side of the box with an electric insulation boundary condition on the sides. We 

placed 8 particles in different configurations inside the box and initiated the FEMLAB 

simulation. The solution space was then triangulated into a conformal mesh and the mesh 
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was refined. The program was initialized to solve the Maxwell equations for all elements to 

obtain the magnetic field intensity and magnetic energy density within the cell. The magnetic 

energy of the entire 2D configuration was calculated using the subdomain integration 

function. This tool integrated the magnetic energy density over the area (since this was a 2D 

simulation) of the system, after selecting all three of the subdomains. The calculations were 

repeated with more refined mesh sizes until the mesh was small enough for the final 

calculated values to vary by less than 0.05%. In most simulations the mesh was refined 

approximately three times. 

To convert to a 3D energy calculation (with effective units of J), we multiplied the 2D 

simulation energy by the radius of the particle, modeling the particle as a cylinder. While the 

2D simulation captures the right trends and distinguishes magnetic energies between various 

multi-particle configurations (with effective units of J/m), we expect that this methodology 

overestimates the absolute interaction values near the inter-particle contact area. 

 

4.3. Experimental Results 

4.3.1. Structures Assembled by Magnetic Fields 

The originally dispersed Janus particles were assembled into various chain structures using 

single or combined magnetic and/or AC electric fields. The initial suspensions before 

applying magnetic fields contained disordered particles, including some clusters (Fig. 4.3A). 

Upon application of a magnetic field (~ 0.15 T) the particles assemble quickly into chains of 

various structure (Fig. 4.3B,C), reconfiguring the clusters to form chains. Whether the initial 

aggregation is due to small initial magnetization of the iron coating on the particles, or to 

adhesion forces resulting from the bridging of neighboring particles with nanometer-sized 

metal layers, those forces are typically much weaker than the magnetic field-induced 

ordering producing the chains. The chains oriented along the field direction and, upon 

rotation of the field, reoriented to match the direction. 
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Figure 4.3. Micrographs of assemblies of Janus particles with 8 nm evaporated Fe layer on 
the surface. (A) Before the application of magnetic fields. (B) “Staggered” and (C) “Double” 
chains that form in a magnetic field of ~0.15 T. Both types of chains in (B) and (C) orient 
with the magnetic field, and rotate around their center of mass. (C)-(F) illustrate the rotation 
of an ensemble double chains. 
 

Two types of structures were observed – a “staggered chain”, illustrated in Fig. 4.3B, 

and the “double chain” structure in Fig. 4.3C. The particles in the staggered chain align with 

their metal halves touching the metal halves of adjacent particles, which face in alternating 

directions. The metal parts of the particles thus form a metal lane in the middle of the chain, 

but their polystyrene sides stick out and do not touch other particles on the same side of the 

chain axis. Occasionally, two adjacent particles are trapped facing on the same side of a 

staggered chain (Fig. 4.3B, Fig. 4.5C).  

The double chain structure consists of two single chains of particles with metal parts 

facing the same way, which pair up to form a double chain. In both structures the touching 

metal parts form a path in the middle of the chain, and both structures seem to be metastable 

states of the particle assembly. The “double” chain structure was only observed for particles 

with 7-8 nm Fe layers, while the staggered chain structure was observed for particles with 

higher magnetic moments (thicker evaporated magnetic layers).  In select cases, the 
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staggered chains were observed for 7-8 nm layer particles at higher applied fields, but the 

application of such fields was not uniform and hard to characterize. Computational 

simulations are under way to calculate the magnetic energies stored in each structure and any 

field-dependent energy barriers between them. Preliminary results suggest that either 

structure could be a stable configuration, depending on the metal layer thickness.  

The staggered chains not only orient with the direction of the applied field, but are 

also strong enough to withstand drag forces. Intact chains, as the ones pictured in Fig. 4.3C-

3F, are observed for rotation speeds up to 60 rpm. When two chains come close enough, they 

can connect to form a single long chain which continues to orient with the field, rotating 

around its new center of mass.  

 

4.3.2. Application of AC Electric and Magnetic Fields to Janus Particles 

Upon application of AC electric fields, the freely dispersed particles (Fig. 4.5A) polarize (as 

in Fig. 4.6A) and assemble into chain structures (Fig. 4.5B). These chains are more close-

packed, compared to the previously observed “staggered chains” assembled from 

gold/polystyrene metallodielectric microspheres in AC electric fields.43 They often form first 

as single chains and consequently stick together in pairs. Presumably, the lower conductivity 

and polarizability of an 8 nm iron layer, compared with those of a 20 nm gold layer, may be a 

reason for the double and single chain formation, which is observed in the limit of pure 

polystyrene spheres in AC electric fields.44, 45 

Figure 4.5 also illustrates one of the main differences observed for the assembly of 

such half-shell particles in magnetic vs. electric fields. When magnetic fields were applied, 

the staggered chain (Fig. 4.3B, 5C) and the double chain (Fig. 4.3C) structures were observed. 

These chains remain assembled even after the removal of the magnetic field (Fig. 4.5D), 

though they curve due to local field effects. When the concentration of particles was high, 

even upon removal of the directing magnetic field, the chains largely kept their orientation 

due to lack of room to reconfigure (Fig 4.4).  
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Figure 4.4.  Dense staggered chains of Janus PS particles (4.1 μm  in diameter with 34 nm 
thick Fe coating). At such high surface concentration, even upon removal of the chain-
directing field, the chains largely keep their orientation due to lack of space. 

 

 
Figure 4.5. Optical micrographs of (A) Particles in the absence of field. (B) Particles 
assembled using AC electric fields (400 kHz, 25 V peak-to-peak).  (C) Particle assemblies in 
a magnetic field of ~ 0.15 T. (D) The particles remain in chains after removal of the magnetic 
field. (D-inset) chains of particles with 8 nm Fe layer broken up by tapping on the 
experimental cell. (E) Particles with 34 nm Fe layer would not fall apart with tapping on the 
experimental cell, though (F) they disassemble after demagnetization with an AC coil.  All 
scale bars = 20 μm. 
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The formation of permanent chains is due to the remnant magnetization in the metal 

shells, and is unlike that of chains assembled in electric fields (Fig. 4.5B), which simply fall 

apart upon removal of the AC electric fields. The magnetic chains (formed at lower surface 

concentration of particles) can be switched between curved and straight configurations by 

repeated application and removal of the field. They can also be disassembled by 

demagnetization (Fig. 4.5F) and completely reconfigured into new chains by subsequent 

application of a magnetic field. 

Another distinguishing feature of magnetic field interactions is that they are not 

screened in solution, as opposed to the exponential screening of electrical interactions due to 

counterions. This makes magnetic interactions both much stronger and easier to predict at 

ranges > 100 nm. (For a monovalent ion concentration range of 10 μM to 1 mM, the Debye 

length at which an electrical charge is largely screened is ~ 100 nm and 10 nm, respectively. 

By contrast, magnetic interactions are almost independent of the content of the usual aqueous 

solutions.) The electrically assembled particles quickly and spontaneously disassemble in the 

absence of a field due to the action of Brownian motion. By contrast, the magnetized 

particles have residual magnetization and form stable assemblies, which are hard to break. 

The forces between the Janus particles can be tuned by changing the thickness and type of 

magnetic material shell evaporated on them. Chains from Janus particles covered with 8 nm 

Fe layer fall apart easily due to shear forces from light tapping on the observation cell (Fig. 

4.5D-inset). By contrast, chains of particles with a 34 nm Fe layer do not fall apart (Fig. 

4.5E) and need to be demagnetized in order to be disassembled (Fig. 4.5F). 

The physical origins of the assembly processes based on polarization in electric and 

magnetic fields are shown schematically in Fig. 4.6. Note that in electric fields, both the 

metal shell (dark thin coating) and the polystyrene core polarize, and contribute to the 

interaction, though the dipole on the polystyrene side is smaller (Fig. 4.6A). By contrast, for 

magnetic fields the properties of polystyrene or water media are similar to those of vacuum 

and their contribution is negligible (Fig. 4.6B). Upon removal of the field, the electrically 
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assembled particles disassemble, whereas the magnetic particles remain polarized and 

assembled (Fig. 4.6C,D). 

 

 
Figure 4.6.  Modes of the interaction of magnetic, metallodielectric Janus particles in (A) 
electric field, (B) magnetic field. (C) Following system (A), after removal of the electric field. 
(D) Following system (B) after removal of the magnetic field. The dark thin arc-shaped shell 
represents the gold coating (for applied electric fields) or iron coating (for applied magnetic 
fields) on one hemisphere of the polystyrene core particle. 

 

The assembly of particles in chains due to a magnetic field is found usually to result 

in the “staggered chain” configuration, observed previously for metallodielectric spheres 

under applied AC electric fields.43 The dipolar interactions of magnetized and electrically 

polarized Janus particles are similar in physical origin, though there are also significant 

differences. In the case of AC electric fields, the major force behind the polarization and the 

interaction of the spheres are ionic flows in the counterionic atmospheres of the particles. 

Even at contact, while the polarization of the metal parts of a sphere largely determines the 

assembly configuration, polarization and counterionic flows on the polystyrene side are still 

significant. In the case of magnetic fields, the permeabilities of water and polystyrene are so 
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close to those of vacuum that, except for steric packing considerations, it is possible to ignore 

them and consider the magnetic interactions only among the metal half-shells.   

Another difference between clustering of chains in AC electric fields43 and between 

the magnetic chains is revealed in the dynamics of their lateral interactions. When magnetic 

chains approach each other they do not come together laterally to crystallize as observed with 

electric field assembly.44 The magnetic chains instead move away from each other toward 

each others' ends and join end-to-end to form a longer chain. This indicates a slight long-

range lateral repulsion between the chains. 

 

4.3.3. Saturation and Residual Magnetization Measurements 

Measurements of the saturation and residual magnetization of the particles allow us to 

estimate the magnetization parameters used in our model for particles in a chain at a given 

field, and to estimate the strength of the particle-particle interactions in the absence of a 

magnetic field. The magnetization hysteresis loops for magnetic Janus particles with 8 and 34 

nm coatings of Fe, as well as for flat thin layers of Fe of the same thicknesses are shown in 

Fig. 4.7. The saturation magnetization for the thin films is lower than that of bulk iron (1,707 

emu/cc)46 (Table 1). The results are consistent with literature reports.47   

 

Table 4.1. Summary of the measured and estimated magnetic parameters.  
Material MS (emu/cc) MR (emu/cc) Hc (Oe) 
Particles    

8 nm film on PS spheres 125 ± 25 30 ± 10 25 
34 nm film on PS spheres 740 ± 60 285 ± 15 80 

Films    
8 nm flat film – parallel H 750 ± 30 525 ± 30 35 
  Same film, perpendicular H 12 6 205 
34 nm flat film – parallel H 1280 ± 40 350 ± 10 10 
  Same film, perpendicular H 105 8 33 

 

Flat thin films also show directional anisotropy, with magnetization in the 

perpendicular direction much smaller than in the plane of the film (Fig. 4.7C,D). For 8 nm Fe 
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films the difference is almost one hundredfold. When a film is on the surface of a polystyrene 

sphere, given its curvature, parts of the film are always at an angle to the applied field, 

resulting in lower total magnetization. This is consistent with the lower magnetization of 

films on particle surfaces compared to the parallel magnetization of flat 2D films of the same 

thickness. We found that these differences in directional magnetization explain differences in 

particle assembly observed with changing the magnetic coating thickness. 

 

 
Figure 4.7.  (A) Magnetization hysteresis curves for 8 nm and 34 nm Fe coatings on PS 
spheres. (B) Zoom of (A) near zero field shows the residual magnetization (MR) and coercive 
fields HC) for the samples.  (C) Magnetization of a flat 8 nm Fe film in the direction parallel 
and perpendicular to the film.  Virtually no magnetization is observed perpendicular to the 
film. (D) Magnetization of a flat 34 nm Fe film in the direction parallel and perpendicular to 
the film. 
 

4.3.4. Modeling of Janus Particle Orientation and Formation of Chain Configurations in 
Magnetic Field 
 
To understand why individual magnetic Janus particles orient with the plane between their 

iron-capped and polystyrene hemispheres parallel to the direction of the magnetic field and to 

model the formation of chain configurations, we calculated the magnetic energy of the 
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system for different orientations of a single particle and several particle chain configurations. 

We performed 2D FEMLAB simulation of the magnetic field distribution and energy density 

of the Janus particle-media system. The favorable configurations minimize the potential 

energy of the particles, and also maximize the magnetic energy stored in the system. 

The magnetic energy stored in the system is directly related to the magnetic field 

intensity in the cell. The local magnetic energy density Bw  for particles in vacuum is: 

o
B

Bw
μ

2

2
1

=  where B  is the magnetic field intensity, and oμ  is the permeability of free space 

( 27 /104 AN×π ).48 The total magnetic energy BW  of the system can be obtained by 

integrating Bw  over the subdomain volume ( V ): dVwW
V

BB ∫= . 

We found that the shape of the coating profile is important for predicting packing 

configurations, and even for obtaining the energy of a single sphere oriented in the field. As 

the atomic evaporation flux is projected onto the curved surface of the spheres, the coatings 

are thickest in the center facing the evaporation source, and taper out to zero at the sides 

where the evaporation flux is tangential to the sphere surface (illustrated in Fig. 4.2). 

Simulations of a single Janus magnetic sphere demonstrate that its lowest potential 

energy orientation occurs when the plane between its iron-capped and bare polystyrene 

hemispheres is parallel to the direction of the applied magnetic field (Fig. 4.8A-inset). The 

potential energy difference between -90º orientation angle (where the plane is aligned 

perpendicular to the magnetic field direction) and 0º orientation was estimated to be ~ 106 kT 

under the actual experimental conditions (B = 0.15 T and μ = 7.00 of the 34-nm thick iron 

coating, as listed in the experimental section).  For comparison, the potential energy 

difference in an applied AC electric field of 10 kHz, 100 V/cm was ~ kT100  for the same 

orientation angles.43 The difference in calculated potential energy between the -90º and 0º 

orientation angles decreases significantly when a thinner iron layer (having lower 

permeability) is used in the simulations. The differences between electric and magnetic 

interactions are even more apparent in the absence of applied fields. Induced electrical 
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polarizations disappear and the particles come apart off the chains due to Brownian motion, 

whereas remanent magnetic interactions keep the chains together due to the 34-nm iron-

coating residual magnetization of 285,000 A/m (obtained from the magnetization hysteresis 

curve in Fig. 4.7A). 

 

 
Figure 4.8. Simulations of the magnetic energy density contours in an applied magnetic field 
around different magnetic Janus particle configurations: (A) Eight-particle staggered chain; 
(A-inset) Single particle with iron coating (on right side of particle) aligned in the direction 
of magnetic field; (B) Eight-particle double chain. The streamlines indicate the direction of 
the magnetic field and the density of the streamlines is proportional to the magnitude of the 
field. The yellow arcs represent the iron shell in (A) and (B). The simulations were 
performed at a low magnetic field strength (100 A/m), so that a higher permeability value of 
520 (read from the magnetization hysteresis curve in Fig. 4.7A) in the iron coating could be 
used, which allowed the magnetic field streamlines around the particles to be easily 
distinguished. 
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The preferred orientation of an individual iron-coated Janus particle in a magnetic 

field is the same as the gold-coated Janus particles in an electric field. When assembled in a 

field, the particles formed staggered chains where the metal coatings face the chain center 

line and touch those of neighboring particles (Fig. 4.8A), while the bare polystyrene halves 

face in alternating directions along the chain. For staggered-chain particle assemblies the 

alternating arrangement makes it possible to specify a chain configuration by specifying the 

angle between any three adjacent particles (designated α in Fig. 4.8A). We performed 

“quasi-Monte Carlo” simulations43 of configurations of eight particles by varying this angle 

(in increments of 20 degrees) and calculating the total stored magnetic energy until we found 

the configuration with the maximum stored magnetic energy. The simulations show the 

lowest potential energy arrangement to be the one in Fig. 4.8A, with α = 90 degrees. This 

result matches well the configuration angle observed in experiments (89±5 degrees) with Fe 

metal coatings thicker than 21nm. 

The “double chain”, two linear chains stuck together with the iron shells facing inside 

(or a close-packed staggered chain with α = 60 degrees, Fig. 4.8B) was found to be 

unfavorable by ~ kT000,28  per particle compared to α = 90 degrees (Fig. 4.8A). More 

detailed simulations are under way to explain the experimental configuration. Most likely, 

the reason is the anisotropic magnetization of the iron layers of different thickness (Fig. 4.7 

C,D) where thin layers show virtually no susceptibility in the perpendicular direction. Since 

the sides of the particles are covered with thinner metal layers, and their curvature places 

them perpendicular to the applied field, large parts of the side coating of the particles are not 

magnetized. For thin layers exhibiting orders of magnitude difference in susceptibility 

between the two orientations, the “double” chain configuration might become favorable. 

 

4.4. Discussion 

The data demonstrate that magnetic interactions could provide strong, yet reversible, binding 

of structural assembly blocks even in the absence of applied fields. They also provide 

convenience and simplicity in engineered assembly. Most common media, including aqueous 
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solvents and dielectrics, have a magnetic permittivity very close to that of vacuum, so the 

prediction and design of interparticle interactions is relatively straightforward. Magnetic 

interactions are not screened in solution allowing action at large distances, unlike 

electrostatic interactions, which decrease exponentially, even at nanometer distances. This 

phenomenon was observed by the movement of a single particle along a gradient of an 

applied magnetic field. As the single particles approached a cluster of other particles, they 

changed their trajectories substantially due to the local magnetic field from the cluster and 

then they finally stick to the cluster. The effect is seen 6-7 particle diameters away from the 

cluster whereas, by comparison, electric fields show such an effect only 1-2 particle 

diameters from a cluster, and even then probably due to hydrodynamic rather than 

electrostatic interactions. For this reason we observe much faster consolidation of individual 

magnetic particles into clusters than of AC electric field-driven metallodielectrics. 

One of the advantages of electric fields is that they are much easier to apply in 

devices, by simple conductor wires, which potentially decreases the device size and 

complexity. Changing the direction of magnetic fields requires the use of multiple magnetic 

coils, or alternatively, moving parts with permanent magnets. Electric fields also can be 

applied at a wider range of operating frequencies, which are not limited by the inductance of 

a magnetic coil. 

Anisotropic magnetic particles enable the assembly of complex lattices in external 

fields. The interactions between the components are tunable by the choice of magnetic 

material, amount deposited, as well as by partial magnetization. It is clear that the local 

magnetic fields around our particles play a significant role in producing the curved chain 

structures (Fig. 4.5D,E) in the absence of the external magnetic field. Micromagnetic 

simulations are currently under way in our lab in order to elucidate the particles’ behavior 

away from the strong field limit. As pointed out in Fig. 4.7C,D, the thin layers in our Janus 

particles exhibit directional magnetic anisotropy and their curvature produces complex 

magnetization patterns as a function of the external field. Literature reports document the 

possibility of such field-induced symmetry breaking49,50 or a change in the preferred 
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magnetization direction51 in particles. One potential outcome of understanding such behavior 

in detail is the creation of a structure from identical particles, which can be reconfigured into 

different well-defined equilibrium structures just by changing the strength of the applied field.   

Potential applications of the linear assemblies include reconfigurable microwires and 

circuits if the metal contacts formed during assembly are conductive. Chemical modifications 

of the polystyrene and metal surfaces of the particles could make possible reagent binding 

and detection and lead to microwire sensors.   

Functional structures with metastable states, based on magnetic interactions similar to 

the ones studied here, could be created and disassembled on command. This ability will bring 

them closer to the new “cradle-to-cradle” design of building block reuse, much like the full 

recycling of components in natural life cycles. Challenges on the road include manufacturing 

of novel and versatile building blocks with directional binding, leading to even more 

complex structure assemblies. 

 

4.5. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated not only self-assembly of novel magnetic structures, 

but also their rapid on-demand disassembly by remote demagnetization. Our method 

provides a route to the reversible structures and the reuse and recycling of the particle 

building blocks. Fine-tuning of the particle interactions is possible by sub-nanometer control 

of evaporated magnetic domains, or by partial magnetization.   
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5.1. Introduction 

The design of techniques for rapid and precisely controlled particle assembly is critical in the 

“bottom up” fabrication of engineered microstructures. One potential means for such 

assembly is the application of electric fields, leading to dielectrophoresis (DEP), which offers 

the ability to precisely tune the forces exerted on the particles.1-3 The field induces dipoles in 

the particles leading to directed formation of chains, crystals and nanoparticle wires.4 It 

seems intuitive that the chains will assemble in the direction that is parallel to the applied 

field.4-8 Indeed, when an external electric or magnetic field is applied to a suspension of 

responsive particles such as in an electrorheological fluid, the colloidal spheres form chains 

that are parallel to the applied external field lines.9-12 A few systems, however, display a 

response with assembly across the applied external field lines, i.e., perpendicular to the field 

lines, and thus are more enigmatic. For example, amoeboid cells have been observed to 

elongate, both parallel and perpendicular to the field direction depending on the frequency of 

the AC field.13 In our earlier reports, we showed that metallodielectric Janus particles 

(polystyrene microspheres with 50% surface metal coating) can move across field lines at 

low frequencies due to unbalanced liquid flows around each half of the particle,14 whereas in 

AC electric fields of high frequency (> 10 kHz) the Janus microspheres form staggered 

chains parallel to the field direction.15 Assembly of pearl chains perpendicular to the field 

direction from a mixture of two different types of particles at radio frequencies has been 

reported16 and the frequency range at which this phenomenon occurs has been 

characterized.17 Other anomalous patterns of particle assembly occurring in applied electric 

fields include the collection of Protoplast cells of Arena sativa into diagonal chains (45º to 

the field direction) due to particle rotation and switching the field on and off at a frequency 

of 25 kHz.18 

The development of predesigned particles that assemble into complex patterns in 

response to an electric field could open the way to the formation of pre-programmed 

structures on demand. Here, we demonstrate the assembly of patchy metallodielectric 

particles in aqueous media into chains perpendicular to the field lines and into diagonal 
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chains oblique to the field lines. Patchy particles are a class of anisotropic particles19 having a 

patch that covers less than 50% of the total particle surface or more than one patch with 

different physical or chemical properties than the bulk particle.20-22 The electric field induces 

charges of various sign and strength in these particles, leading to (as we demonstrate here) 

directional and pre-defined interactions. In effect, the size and relative position of the patches 

on the microsphere surface combined with the application of high-frequency AC electric 

fields guide the particles into unique assembly configurations. 

Two types of patchy microspheres are used in the experiments. One type of particle 

has a single metal patch covering 11% of the total dielectric latex particle surface (Fig. 5.1A), 

whereas the other type has two independent metal patches (each covering ~ 25% of the total 

surface area) on opposite poles (Fig. 5.1B). Patchy particles with a single patch are fabricated 

by glancing angle deposition (GLAD)20 of metal on 2.4 and 5 μm diameter polystyrene 

particles in a close-packed monolayer (Fig. 5.1A). The degree of shadowing from the 

neighboring particles within the close-packed monolayer and in turn the patch size depends 

on the angle of vapor deposition. The GLAD process allows the patch size to be controlled 

from ~ 5 % to 50 % of the total particle surface. The polymer spheres with patches on 

opposite poles (two-pole patchy particles) are fabricated by inverting a close-packed 

monolayer of single-patch particles using a stamping technique (Fig. 5.1B). The single-patch 

and two-pole patchy microspheres are suspended in Milli-Q ultrapure water. A droplet 

containing concentrated suspension of the patchy particles is placed between two co-planar 

gold electrodes in a DEP experiment cell. The suspension is confined inside a hydrophobic 

“corral” and compressed by a cover slip (Fig. 5.1C). AC electric fields with frequencies of 

0.5-1000 kHz are applied to the electrodes in contact with the particle suspension and the 

process of structure formation is followed in real time by optical microscopy. 
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Figure 5.1. Schematics of the GLAD process and DEP experimental cell with SEM images 
of prepared patchy particles and an optical image of structures formed in an electric field. (A) 
and (B) The patch size is controlled by the angle of vapor deposition and two patches can be 
deposited on the poles of a particle by inverting the particle monolayer. SEM images of (A) 
11% single-patch particles and (B) one two-patch particle with patches of 25% each. (C) 
Schematic of the DEP chamber with coplanar electrodes. Optical image of regular, straight 
chains assembled from 11% single-patch particles in an applied AC electric field of ~ 60 V 
cm-1 at low frequency (1 kHz). The scale bars represent 1 μm in the SEM images in (A), (B) 
and 20 μm in the optical image in (C).  
 

5.2. Experimental Section 

5.2.1. Preparation of Metallodielectric Patchy Particles  

Metallodielectric particles with a single patch (11% of the particle surface) and two patches 

at the particle poles (25% of the particle surface) were prepared by coating sulfate-terminated 
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polystyrene latex particles of 2.4 μm and 5 μm diameter using the GLAD technique. The 

particles were first deposited in close-packed monolayers on precleaned glass slides using a 

convective assembly method.23-25 Then the microspheres were coated with 5 nm of titanium 

followed by 20 nm of gold inside a benchtop vacuum metal evaporation system (Cressington 

308 R, Ted Pella, Inc.) at a pressure of 10-6 mbar.20,22 Patchy particles with patch sizes of ~ 

25 % and ~ 11 % of the total particle surface area were fabricated at an angle of metal 

deposition (adjusted by tilting the sample inside the evaporator) of 30° and 10°, respectively. 

Although the particles have varying patch geometries (originating from different monolayer 

domain orientations), the total patch size on each particle was found to be identical for a 

fixed angle of metal deposition by patch size calculations.20 The 11% single-patch particles 

were suspended in deionized (DI) water by rinsing the sample after vapor deposition using a 

15 cc syringe fitted with 18G1 needle. The close-packed monolayer of 25 % single-patch 

particles was inverted using a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp.22 The second metal 

deposition (angle of deposition = 30°) onto the inverted monolayer of 25% single-patch 

particles resulted in two-pole patchy particles, which were recovered from the PDMS stamp 

by sonicating the stamp for ~ 30 min. in an aqueous Tween-20 (~ 0.1 %) solution. The 

particles were further washed with DI water and concentrated by centrifugation and then 

suspended in Milli-Q water. Non-ionic surfactant polyoxyethylene(20)sorbitan (Tween-20) 

of ~ 0.1 wt. % was added to the particle suspensions to prevent the particles from aggregating. 

 

5.2.2. Experimental Setup  

A droplet of 1.5-2.0 μL suspension containing patchy particles (~ 5-10 % solids) was 

deposited in a thin DEP experimental chamber between two gold electrodes separated by ~3 

mm on a glass slide (Fig. 5.1C). A microscopic cover slip was placed on top of the 

suspension and the droplet spread to the inside perimeter area (~ 60–100 mm2) of a 

hydrophobic spacer resulting in a chamber height of ~ 10-15 μm. An AC field (square 

waveform) of frequencies ranging from 0.5-1000 kHz and voltages of 1-90 V was generated 

from an Agilent 33120A 15 MHz function generator (Agilent Technologies, CO) and applied 
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to the particle suspension. The function generator was connected to a RG-91 ramp 

generator/amplifier (Burleigh, NY) in order to amplify the AC electric field signal. To filter 

any direct current component of the signal, a 1 μF capacitor was connected in series with the 

experimental cell. A digital multimeter (Instek, CA) was used to monitor the voltage. An 

Olympus BX-61 optical microscope (50× objective) and an Olympus DP-70 digital CCD 

camera were used to observe and record images of particle chaining and crystallization in the 

DEP experimental cell.  

 

5.2.3. Numerical Simulation  

Comsol (Burlington, MA) multiphysics modeling package was used to perform 2D 

electrostatic calculations and simulate the electric field distribution and electric energy 

distribution around the patchy particles during a one-half cycle of the applied AC field. A 2D 

cross-sectional top view of the experimental cell in Fig. 5.1C was specified for the system 

geometry with a 3-mm gap between the electrodes and 5 μm diameter particles. The four 

subdomains for the solution space specified in the simulations were ultrapure water medium, 

dielectric polystyrene core, gold patch on one side of the particle surface, and counterionic 

atmosphere (electrical double layer) on the remaining surface of the particle. The complex 

permittivity was specified for the subdomains as it accounts for frequency of the field.1,15 The 

counterionic atmosphere layer surface conductivity used was 0.2 S m-1.1,15,26 The patch length 

specified in the simulations was calculated as a percentage of the particle’s circumference. 

The 11 % single-patch particles within each of the different monolayer orientations were 

positioned so that the longest possible patch length of the particle was aligned with the 

electric field direction. The average patch length for the different patch geometries was 

approximated as 20% of the circumference length.20 After the system geometry was defined, 

the boundary conditions were specified. The effective electric field strength assigned in the 

simulation was 100 V cm-1 and the boundaries on the sides were taken to be electrically 

symmetrical. The solution space was triangulated and then refined 3-5 times into a conformal 

mesh. The Poisson equation for all elements was solved to obtain the electric field intensity 
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and electric energy density within the cell. The subdomain integration function was used to 

calculate the system’s electric energy by integrating the electric energy density for all the 

subdomains over the area (since this is a 2D simulation).  

 

 
Figure 5.2. Optical micrographs of perpendicular chains of single-patch particles and 
diagonal chains of two-pole patchy particles. (A) The 11% single-patch particles form 
perpendicular, parallel, and staggered chains in applied AC electric field of ~ 170 V cm-1 at 
400 kHz. (B) An example of a structure formed in an AC field of ~ 150 V cm-1 at 400 kHz. 
The inset illustrates the hypothesis that these assembly patterns result from interactions 
between the induced dipoles in the gold patch and the polystyrene core of similar magnitude 
but in opposite direction. (C) The two-pole patchy particles (25% patch on each pole) form 
diagonal chains in an AC field of ~ 110 V cm-1 at 400 kHz. The inset illustrates how induced 
dipoles within the gold and polymer parts might lead to the formation of diagonal chains. In 
all optical images (A)-(C), the electric field direction is between the top and bottom of the 
image and the scale bars represent 20 μm. 
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5.3. Results and Discussion 

5.3.1. Effect of AC Electric Field Frequency 

At frequencies lower than ~ 200 kHz, the 11% single-patch particles form regular, straight 

chains (optical image, Fig. 5.1C and Fig. 5.6A) parallel to the electric field direction, similar 

to the chains formed from regular latex microspeheres.5,6 Most of the spheres within these 

chains are oriented such that the darker gold patch of the particle is facing up (away from the 

bottom glass surface). The structures in the single-patch particle suspensions, however, 

change dramatically when an electric field above ~ 200 kHz is applied.  

Three types of structures are observed (Fig 5.2A & B) including parallel and 

staggered chains aligned parallel to the field direction along with perpendicular chains 

(aligned approximately 90 degrees to the field direction). The formation of perpendicular 

chains in the DEP experiments is unexpected and unique. All three types of chains are 

observed to interconnect with each other (Fig. 5.2B). The mechanism of the assembly can be 

understood after meticulous observations of the position and orientation of the patches. In the 

absence of a field, most of the microspheres orient with their gold patch facing up and the 

uncoated polystyrene portion facing down in contact with the bottom glass slide. Upon 

applying the high frequency (> 200 kHz) field, the 11% single-patch particles rotate so that 

the patch is oriented towards the left or right side of the particle. The patches in both the 

chains parallel and perpendicular to the field usually face in the same direction (inset of Fig. 

5.2B). 

 The observed structure of the patchy particle assemblies can be explained on the basis 

of frequency-dependent polarizability of the particle domains. The gold patch is strongly 

polarized at any frequency. The polystyrene part is less polarizable in a frequency-dependent 

manner: while the dielectric permittivity of the polymer is always smaller than water, the 

ionic charge layer around the surfaces makes it more polarizable than the medium at low 

frequency. The ionic polarizability is suppressed at the high frequencies used in our study, 

and the polarizability of the dielectric part switches sign from positive to negative. The 

smaller size of the patch makes the polarization contribution of the metal part comparable to 
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the one of the polymer. Thus, at high frequency, the dipoles induced in the gold patch and in 

the polystyrene core are similar in magnitude but opposite in direction (as illustrated in the 

Fig. 5.2B inset). The resulting quadrupolar interactions lead to the formation of perpendicular 

chains across field lines in addition to parallel and staggered chains. The particles within 

perpendicular chains tend to assemble across field lines such that the 11% patch of one 

microsphere is in contact with the bare polystyrene portion of its neighbor. Simulations 

performed with two single-patch particles confirm the formation mechanism for the 

perpendicular chains (see below). 

 The two-pole patchy particles assemble into regular, straight chains parallel to the 

electric field lines at frequencies lower than ~ 50 kHz, similar to the straight chains depicted 

in the optical image in Fig. 5.1C. No distinguishable orientation of the patches is observed at 

such low frequencies. At higher frequencies (> ~50 kHz) of the field, however, the two-pole 

microspheres form staggered chains and unanticipated diagonal chains oriented at ~ 45 

degrees to the field direction (Fig. 5.2C). The particles re-orient themselves such that small 

portions of the two patches are observed on both the left and right side of the particles. The 

inset in Fig. 5.2C illustrates the orientation of the patches within the diagonal chains along 

with the direction and magnitude of the induced dipole within the gold patches and the 

polystyrene core of each particle. The induced dipoles are larger in magnitude in the gold 

patches than the polystyrene portion of the particle. The dipole induced in the dielectric core 

is likely smaller in magnitude and pointing in the opposite direction to the dipoles induced 

within the two gold patches. This prevents the particles from forming straight chains. The 

diagonal assembly pattern is a likely result of the interactions between the induced dipoles 

within the gold patches of adjacent particles, which align from head to toe parallel to the field 

direction.  

 Unusual assembly patterns can be observed with patchy particles of a wide range of 

sizes and metal coating patterns. We confirmed that smaller patchy particles assemble in 

similar patterns. When high frequency fields (400-800 kHz) are applied to 11% single-patch 

2.4 μm diameter particles, they also form perpendicular chains (see Fig. 5.3). Although we 
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restricted our study to micron-sized particles for facile observation, even smaller patchy 

particles with diameters of less than 1 μm can potentially be assembled into perpendicular 

chains that cross the AC field lines. While the assembly is not very sensitive to the size of the 

particles, it depends on the (relative) size of the patch. Microspheres of 5 μm diameter with a 

single patch of 25% of the total particle surface area form staggered chains at AC field 

frequencies above ~ 50 kHz similar to the staggered chains formed from 50% gold-coated 

Janus particles from our previous report.15 The 25% single-patch particles also assemble into 

perpendicular chains but the number of chains of this type is very low. We expect a transition 

region for the formation of perpendicular chains along with parallel chains as the frequency 

is increased from low (1 kHz) to high (~ 200-400 kHz). The transition region may vary for 

particles with different diameter and for different patch sizes deposited on a specific 

microsphere size. 

 

 
Figure 5.3. Optical micrograph of structures assembled from single-patch particles with 
smaller diameters. The particles of 2.4 μm diameter have a single patch of 11% and form 
perpendicular chains in AC electric field of ~ 190 V cm-1 at 400 kHz. The electric field 
direction is between the top and bottom of the image and the scale bar represents 20 μm. 
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5.3.2. Electric Fields Applied to Higher Concentrations of Patchy Particles  

The single-patch microspheres form unusual types of percolated network structures (Fig. 

5.4A) at higher concentration of particles in high frequency (> 200 kHz) fields. The particle 

chains in these networks are connected both parallel and perpendicular to the field direction 

while having large void spaces in between them. By tracing the microsphere connections in 

Fig. 5.4A, the image can almost be traversed from the left side to the right side over the 

particle network (similar to a maze where the particle chains are the maze pathways). This, 

we believe, is the first observation of loose structures percolated in two directions formed by 

particles in applied electric fields. Such types of percolated network structures cannot be 

found in the assembly of regular isotropic dielectric and conductive spherical particles or 

spherical surface-anisotropic Janus particles and have very few analogues in the materials 

world. Layers of percolated silver clusters have been observed in the electric field-assisted 

dissolution of silver nanoparticles embedded in glass.27,28 A percolated transient network in 

the gel phase of lecithin reverse micelles exposed to an external AC electric field has been 

reported.29 The percolated network structures formed by patchy particles could find 

applications in novel types of unusual gels where the assembly may also be extended to the 

third dimension. 

 The two-pole patchy particles with a 25% patch on each pole also assemble into 

unique two-dimensional (2D) lattices (Fig. 5.4B) when the particle concentrations are high 

enough to form a monolayer. Within the 2D array of particles, close-packed domains of 

colloids with rhombic symmetry30 having different monolayer orientations are observed. The 

lattices of rhombic symmetry contrast the typical hexagonal symmetry observed for close-

packed 2D assemblies of micron-sized polystyrene particles occurring in applied electric 

fields or convective assembly.23 Each individual particle within the lattice in Fig. 5.4B is 

connected at its top right, top left, bottom right, and bottom left regions to a neighboring two-

pole patchy particle with the gold patches of one particle in contact with the gold patches of 

an adjacent particle. There are some void spaces around the particle lattices, but overall the 

particles form an almost complete monolayer. 
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Figure 5.4. Optical micrographs of 2D percolated network structure formed by 11% single-
patch particles and 2D lattice of two-pole patchy particles. (A) At a larger surface fraction the 
11% single-patch particles form a 2D percolated network with void space in an applied AC 
electric field of ~ 200 V cm-1 at 1 MHz. (B) At an even higher particle concentration the two-
pole patchy particles form a close-packed structure of rhombic symmetry in an AC field of ~ 
40 V cm-1 at 400 kHz. In both optical images (A) & (B), the electric field direction is 
between the top and bottom and the scale bars represent 20 μm. 
 

5.3.3. Modeling of Patchy Particle Orientation and Chain Formation in Electrical Field  

We evaluated the origin of the interactions driving the perpendicular assembly of 11% 

single-patch particles by performing COMSOL electrostatic simulations of the electric field 

distribution and the potential energies of systems with varying particle configurations. The 

methodology for calculating the system energy at different configurations is similar to the 

quasi-Monte Carlo procedure used in our previous report on the properties of Janus particles 

in AC fields.15 First, we establish the optimal orientation of the particle in the field (resulting 

from dielectrophoretic torque2,15). A single 11% one-patch particle is simulated at a field 
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frequency of 50 MHz by rotating the particle about its axis in 30 degree increments and 

calculating the total stored electric energy of each orientation angle. The potential energy of 

this particle is minimized in an orientation where the gold patch is either directly on the left 

or right side of the sphere (Fig. 5.5A) and aligned parallel to the field. The potential energy 

difference between a particle with its patch oriented perpendicular to the field (at the top of 

the microsphere) and with its patch oriented parallel (Fig. 5.5A) to the field is ~1000 kT. 

This potential energy difference is one order of magnitude higher than the one calculated 

between similar orientations of 50% coated Janus particles15 and suggests a strong tendency 

for alignment in good correspondence with experiment. The simulation also proves that the 

11% single-patch particles behave as quadrupoles at high frequency. The particle’s gold 

patch is much more strongly polarized than the media on the left side, indicated by the high 

energy intensity areas above and below the patch (Fig. 5.5A). The uncoated polystyrene side 

is less polarized than the media as observed in Fig. 5.5A by the low energy intensity areas 

above and below the dielectric part of the particle.  

The computational procedure also allows estimating the potential energy of various 

relative configurations of two 11% single-patch particles. Both gold patches on the sides of 

the particles are aligned parallel to the field based on the single-particle orientation 

simulation results and experimental data. The left particle in Fig. 5.5B is held in place during 

the simulations. The right particle is moved in relation to the left one in 15 degree increments 

starting with a perpendicular (0º) chain configuration within the field and going to a parallel 

(90º) chain configuration. The angle is measured between the intersection of the electric field 

line and the center-to-center line between the two microspheres. The baseline configuration 

is assigned as the perpendicular (0º) chain configuration. The potential energy difference 

between the baseline configuration and the other chain configurations is calculated and the 

most favorable configurations are found to be the perpendicular, (0º), and the parallel, (90º), 

chains (Fig. 5.5C). Within the perpendicular chains, the more polarizable gold patch of the 

right particle is attracted toward the high-field region near the equator of the dielectric core 

of the left particle. Parallel chains also form as the induced dipoles within the polystyrene 
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core align with each other along the field direction. These two low-energy states correspond 

to the experimentally observed alignment in two directions (cf. Fig. 5.2B and 5.5c).  

 

 
Figure 5.5. Simulation results for a single and two 11% single-patch particles and the effect 
of the angle between the two particles on the calculated potential energy difference. (A) 
Electric energy density contour around a single 11% single-patch particle with its metal patch 
aligned parallel to the field direction in one half-cycle of an AC electric field at 50 MHz 
frequency. (B) Electric energy density contour around two 11% single-patch particles 
forming a perpendicular chain structure in one half-cycle of an AC electric field at 50 MHz 
frequency. (C) The effect of the angle between two 11% single-patch particles on their total 
potential energy difference in an AC field of 50 MHz frequency. The two minima correspond 
to the two experimentally observed configurations in the parallel and perpendicular chains. 
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The simulation also captures correctly the low-frequency and intermediate frequency 

assembly patterns of the patchy particles. The calculations of the angular dependence of the 

interactions between two 11% single-patch particles at a field frequency of 1 kHz shows that 

the most favorable configuration is a regular, straight chain formed parallel to the field 

direction, which is what we observe experimentally (see Fig. 5.6B). Simulations for the 

energy of two 11% single-patch particles with one metal patch oriented to the left and one 

patch to the right side in a “staggered chain” configuration at 50 MHz also show local 

minima of the energy, which explains why such an arrangement is occasionally observed in 

the experiments.  

The simulations are not precise in capturing the frequency dependence, as the 

calculated frequency (50 MHz) where the perpendicular (0º) two-particle chain configuration 

that minimizes the potential energy is approximately two orders of magnitude higher than the 

frequency (~400 kHz) found in the experiments. This discrepancy could be a result of using a 

too high value for surface conductance of the double layer around the polystyrene core. 

Similar to earlier calculations on plain polystyrene31 we used the data of Morgan et al.1 for 

our simulations. Alternatively, Giner et al.17 have estimated a range of frequencies (25 kHz – 

40 MHz) where alternating polystyrene particles and yeast cells form transverse chains in AC 

field direction using Monte Carlo simulations. Their lower frequency range is consistent with 

our data and the high end is similar to the simulations. Other investigators have shown that 

the mutual polarization interactions between two particles yield a shift in their DEP crossover 

spectrum.32 Overall, the results of the simulations are in good agreement with the 

experimental data and support the hypothesis that the unusual structures formed by the 

patchy metallodielectric particles are a result of induced multipolar, multidirectional 

interactions. On the basis of such understanding, even more complex interactions can be 

programmed by designing various types of patchy particles interacting in fields of defined 

frequencies. 
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Figure 5.6. Optical micrograph and simulation results of structures from 11% single-patch 5 
μm particles formed at low frequency AC electric fields. (A) The particles form regular, 
straight chains in applied AC electric field of ~ 55 V cm-1 at 0.5 kHz. Two-pole patchy 
particles also form regular, straight chains when such low frequency AC fields are applied. 
(B) effect of the angle between two 11% single-patch particles on their potential energy 
difference at an AC field of 1 kHz frequency. The chains parallel to the field direction are the 
most favorable at low frequency AC fields. In the optical image in (A) the electric field 
direction is between the top and bottom of the image and the scale bar represents 20 μm. 
 

5.4. Conclusions 

In summary, we demonstrate the AC field assembly of metallodielectric particles with a 

single patch (11%) and two patches (25% each) into perpendicular and diagonal chains 

relative to the field direction. We are not aware of previous reports of chains from any type 

of single particle assembling at various angles to the field direction. These unique structures 

are a result of the multipolar interactions arising from the frequency-dependent polarization 
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of the patchy particles on the high frequency fields. The ability to assemble particles rapidly 

and simultaneously in various directions, including perpendicular and diagonal to the field, 

may be used in the precise pre-programmed assembly of complex future materials. The 

structures percolated in two orthogonal directions may form the basis for highly efficient 

electrorheological fluids and sturdy gels at very low particle volume fractions. The 

metallodielectic crystals of various symmetries and metal patch connectivities might find 

applications as materials for photonics and electronics. In more a general plan, this study 

shows that patchy particles can serve as universal building blocks for targeted structures by 

bottom up colloidal assembly. The results point out that there are large numbers of yet-to-be 

synthesized and explored structures that can be assembled in 2D to 3D from particles with 

various patches, shapes, structures and functionalities. 
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6.1. Summary  

A plethora of new types of anisotropic particles have been synthesized recently. These 

particles are interesting objects that may find potential applications in novel materials. Few 

studies, however, report how such asymmetric particles assemble or respond to external 

fields. The main goal of this dissertation was to understand the fundamental principles for 

assembly and manipulation of anisotropic Janus and patchy colloidal microspheres by 

externally applied electric and magnetic fields. We investigated the forces, flow fields, and 

self-assembly effects that occur for micron-sized particles with surfaces of two different 

polarizabilities or permeabilities subjected to an external field. Another goal of this work was 

to develop fundamental and robust simulation and modeling tools linking the surface 

properties of the anisotropic particles (including the electrical double layer), interparticle 

forces, and applied electric and magnetic fields to understand and predict directed self 

assembly (DSA) particle structures for nanotechnology applications. 

 In the first project (Chapters 2 and 3), the application of low frequency (< 10 kHz) 

AC fields to Janus anisotropic particles (having one gold-coated, conductive hemisphere and 

one polystyrene, dielectric hemisphere) suspended in water resulted in unbalanced liquid 

flows around the two sides of the particles. These flows caused the microspheres to move by 

induced-charge electrophoresis (ICEP) normal to the applied electric field direction with their 

dielectric hemispheres facing forward. The Janus particles moved across uniform electric 

field lines with velocities up to tens of mm s-1 while interacting with other particles along 

their paths. The particle velocity was characterized as a function AC field strength, frequency, 

electrolyte concentration and particle size. The particle velocity as a function of field strength 

and AC frequency are consistent with an ICEP theory in dilute solutions (≤ 100 mM) for 

lower field strengths (E < 280 V cm-1), but anomalous behavior was observed at higher 

electrolyte concentrations, including no motion above 10 mM, at higher field strengths or 

large particle sizes. Such ICEP-propelling metallodielectric particles could be used for 

separations or as microscopic mixers, ‘‘shuttles’’ and self-propelling on-chip sensors in 

MEMS, optoelectronic or microfluidic devices. 
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The phase space for electric field intensity and field frequency was characterized for 

Janus particle concentrations large enough to form a monolayer on a glass surface between 

two gold electrodes. The particles form a rich variety of structures and perform dynamic 

particle motion depending on the applied field strength and field frequency. At high AC 

frequencies (>10 kHz), the metallodielectric microspheres form novel structures such as 

staggered chains, 2D crystals, and 3D bundles, which are very different from the structures 

that form in the directed assembly of plain dielectric or plain conductive particles when fields 

of similar frequency and intensity are applied. The metallodielectric 2D lattice structures 

formed were found to be in a well-aligned antiferroelectric lattice. All of these assembled 

structures came apart once the electric field was removed due to Brownian motion similarly 

to the disassembly process of plain polystyrene particles assembled in AC electric fields.  

The experimental results of the orientation of Janus particles in the electric field and 

the formation of staggered chains were interpreted by means of numerical simulations of the 

electric energy of the system for different particle orientations and particle configurations. 

The effect of the polarizable counterionic atmosphere around the polystyrene portion of the 

metal-coated particles was accounted for in the model in order to simulate the higher surface 

conductivity of this layer using the complex permittivity. The simulations of the energy of 

particle orientation and particle configuration agree with the experimentally observed results 

and help explain the structures formed during the experiments. When the field is turned on 

the particles align such that the plane between their gold-coated and uncoated halves is 

aligned in the direction of the electric field. This orientation allows the induction of the 

largest magnitude dipole within the gold-coated portion of the particle. The electrical energy 

density simulation of a staggered chain was found to be the most favorable configuration 

amongst a set of different chain configurations. The results show that the counterionic 

atmosphere on the latex half of the particle modulated the interactions in the system and that 

the high polarizability of the metal layer coating dominated the assembly process. The 

electric field-assisted self-assembly of the Janus metallodielectric particles at high frequency 
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could be used in the fabrication of materials with directional electrical and heat transfer and 

massively parallel waveguides. 

In the second project (Chapter 4), magnetic Janus particles were prepared by coating 

polystyrene latex microspheres with nanometer-thin layers of iron on half of the particle 

surface. Both electric and magnetic fields were applied to these magnetic Janus particles. 

Depending on the magnetic moments of the iron layers, two different types of chain 

assemblies were observed. Particles with high magnetic moments formed non-close-packed 

staggered chains (similar to those observed in the first project), while low magnetic moment 

particles formed close-packed “double” chains upon application of an external magnetic field. 

Two-dimensional (2D) magnetostatic calculations were performed to obtain the magnetic 

field distribution around the Janus particles. Calculations of the magnetic energy distribution 

allowed us to determine the lowest energy configuration of eight-particle assemblies. The 

staggered chain was found to be the potential energy minimum configuration for high 

magnetization particles, matching the experimental results. The magnetic field-driven 

assembly resulted in permanent structures, which could stay assembled in the absence of 

magnetic fields, due to residual magnetization in the iron coatings of the particles. These 

stable structures could later be disassembled on demand by remote demagnetization. The 

method provides a route to the reversible assembly of colloidal structures and the reuse and 

recycling of the particle building blocks. 

The third project (Chapter 5) investigated the assembly of “patchy” particles, having 

less than 50% conductive surface area. These particles were obtained from the research group 

of Dr. Ilona Kretzschmar at the City College of New York. The microspheres were produced 

by partially coating the surface of micrometer-sized polystyrene latex particles with gold 

using a glancing angle deposition (GLAD) technique. These patchy particles present a novel 

class of colloids for DEP assembly. They had either a single small metal patch or two metal 

patches on each pole of the latex microsphere. When high frequency (> 50 kHz) AC elelctric 

fields were applied, the patchy anisotropic microspheres assembled in two or more directions, 

preprogrammed by the size and orientation of the patches. The multi-directional chains at 
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higher particle concentration formed two-directional percolated particle networks and lattices 

of unusual rhombic symmetry. Electrostatic simulations were performed to calculate the 

electric energy of the system and to determine the most favorable particle orientation and 

chain configuration for the single patch metallodielectric microspheres. The simulation 

results indicate that the assembly pattern of these particles into multi-directional chains is 

guided by quadrupolar and multipolar interactions. 

 

6.2. Future Outlook  

We have investigated the fundamental principles for the assembly and manipulation 

of anisotropic particles by external electric and magnetic fields. The interest in the effects 

driven by external and particle-localized electric fields has surged in the last few years. Much 

of this interest is a result of the new applications that such effects can find in microfluidics, 

lab-on-a-chip devices, microelectromechanical systems, biosensors, biomedical microdevices 

and other high-technology products. Exciting new developments in these areas could be 

anticipated as new types of particles interfacing microchips are fabricated and developed. 

This research, however, is likely to result in numerous fundamental investigations as well. 

The anisotropic particle manipulation and assembly effects described in this dissertation are 

diverse and numerous; not all of them have been understood in complete theoretical detail. 

This is particularly true for strongly nonlinear processes such as the polarization of 

counterionic layers at high electrolyte concentrations and high field intensities, the 

electrophoretic behavior of particles of anisotropic conductivity, and response to AC fields of 

high frequency. The simulation methodology developed here can be used to predict the 

directed self-assembly of other types of anisotropic Janus and patchy particles. This 

dissertation covers only a small fraction of an emerging large and stimulating research area 

that is likely to develop rapidly in the near future. 

In order for these anisotropic Janus and patchy microspheres to find large-scale 

applications they will need to be produced in larger volumes. The two-dimensional physical 

vapor deposition techniques used to coat the micron-sized polystyrene beads described in this 
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dissertation do not result in large enough quantities of these anisotropic particles to find 

commercial applications. To increase the amount of Janus particle production, we have 

begun to develop a more efficient bulk scale method to form spheroidal magnetic Janus 

particles. In this method, two polymers (polystyrene and polyvinyl acetate) are dissolved in a 

solvent (toluene or chloroform) and magnetic nanoparticles (iron oxide, Fe2O3) are then 

added to this solution. A small amount of this polymer solution containing Fe2O3 

nanoparticles is placed in a uniform shear couette flow device containing ultra pure Milli-Q 

water with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) anionic surfactant. The entire contents are 

uniformly sheared at constant rotational frequency, forming an emulsion of solvent droplets 

(containing dissolved polymers and magnetic nanoparticles) stabilized by SDS surfactant in 

water. This emulsion is heated close to the boiling point of the solvent (toluene or 

chloroform). As the solvent is boiled off, the polymers in each droplet phase separate and 

solidify into Janus anisotropic particles with sizes controllable from several hundred 

nanometers to several microns. The iron oxide nanoparticles migrate primarily to the side of 

the more compatible polymer and the other half of the particle is comprised primarily of the 

complementary polymer. The ratio between the magnetic/nonmagnetic parts is adjustable. As 

this method is developed and optimized further, it can offer a way to obtain large amounts of 

Janus anisotropic magnetic particles, which can then be used for larger scale applications. 

The fundamental principles for directed and/or programmed assembly of anisotropic Janus 

and patchy particles by external electric and magnetic fields, which we have uncovered, 

might aid in the engineering and fabrication of multiple classes of novel materials. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
Electric Energy Definition and Dielectric Subdomain Values 
Specified in FEMLAB* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________ 
 
* Taken from article published in      Gangwal, Cayre and Velev, Langmuir, 2008, 24, 13312-13320. 
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A.1. Electric Energy Definition  

The electric energy of the system is directly related to the electric field intensity in the 

cell. The local electric energy density esw  for particles in vacuum is given by  

2
oes E

2
1DE

2
1w ε==       (A-1) 

where D  is the electric flux density, oε  is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum 

( 2121210854.8 −−−× mNC ), and E  is the electric field intensity.1,2 For our system, which is 

not in vacuum, the electric flux density D  is given by  

ED roεε=                      (A-2) 

where rε  is the relative permittivity. 

 

A.2. Dielectric Subdomain Values Specified in FEMLAB 

The dielectric subdomains defined in FEMLAB were the water media 

(
ω

εε )10(i78~
4

0

−

−= ), a thin ( nm100  thickness) conductive counterionic shell 

(
ω

εε )2.0(i78~
0 −= ) on the bare polystyrene half-side of the particle, and the two portions of 

the particle.3,4 These two parts of the particle include the dielectric polystyrene core 

( 55.2=ε ) and a very thin ( nm30  thickness) conductive gold shell 

(
ω

εε )104(i10~
7

0
9 ×

−= ) on one-half side.4,5 By using a very high value for the polarizability 

of gold we effectively introduce a domain with high conductivity (i.e., ideal metal). The 

simulations confirm that this leads to complete suppression of the electric field in the metal 

shell, as expected for ideally conductive metal. 

Complex permittivity was not used for the polystyrene core since its electrical 

conductivity is negligible (~ 119 mS10 −− ) and the constant bulk value of 2.55 was used for its 

permittivity.6 The gold metal coating was specified with bulk gold values for conductivity 
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and permittivity (with ∞→ε  for a perfect conductor). For the Milli-Q water media, we used 

a value of 14 mS10 −−  for the conductivity and 78 for the permittivity.4 Carbon dioxide 

dissolved in the water in contact with air yields ~ M10 5−  ion concentration (with no 

electrolyte added), for which we calculated a Debye length of ~ 100 nm. This is the effective 

thickness we specified for the conductive counterionic layer around the uncoated portion of 

the polystyrene half of the particle. We estimate the conductivity of this layer to be 
1mS2.0 −  using the approximate surface conductance formulas given by Morgan et al.5 The 

total surface conductance is defined as  

d,Ss,SS KKK +=       (A-3) 

where d,SK  is the conduction of the diffuse part of the double layer and s,SK  is the 

conduction of the Stern layer.5 s,SK  is calculated as  

∑=
j

jj,qss,SK μσ       (A-4) 

where j,qsσ  is the surface charge density in the Stern layer of the double layer and jμ  is the 

ion mobility.5 For the polystyrene particles used, the surface charge density ( j,qsσ ) on the 

particle was 2mC061.0 −  (data from the vendor), and we used H+ and OH- ion mobility from 

Morgan et al., with 127
H,qs

sec)V(m105.2 −− ⋅×=+σ  and 127
OH,qs

sec)V(m1063.3 −− ⋅×=−σ .5 

The ion mobility would be lower in the Stern layer, but we use the bulk ion mobility values 

as an approximation. Since the double layer will consist primarily of one monovalent ion, we 

calculated an average value for s,SK  of S1073.1 8−×  based on averaging the value for H+ 

and OH- ions. We used a value of S10 9−  for d,SK  as the conduction in the diffuse layer 

obtained from Morgan et al.5 The total surface conductance SK was calculated to be 

S1083.1 8−× , which was divided by the counterionic atmosphere thickness (100 nm) to 

yield a value of 1mS2.0 −  for the conductivity of this counterionic layer. This surface 
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conductivity value was consistent with data found in the literature in very low electrolyte 

concentrations.5,7 
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